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On the Hyperelliptic Sigma Functions. 

By H. F. BAKER, St. John's College, Cambridge. 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is known of what importance for the development of the theory of elliptic 
functions is the equation 

a (u + v) a (U-V) d2 g d2 
2( ) - dn2 log8 du 2 log ov. 

or2 (U) CT, (v) du' dV2 

It becomes therefore a matter of interest to enquire whether an analogous equa- 
tion holds for higher cases. Denoting a theta function with half-integer charac- 
teristic A by 5 (u; A), and a theta function whose characteristic is the sum of 
the half-integer characteristics A, B, by (u; AB), it is known that there exist, 
in the general case of Abelian functions, ap (p + 1) equations of the form 

)uj i)uj r a (u ; A) 

wherein A is an arbitrary characteristic, Pr is one of a group of 2"1 characteristics 
over which the summation on the right side is to extend, C(r is a constant, and 

u,, uj are any two of the p arguments ul, ...., ut, (Frobenius, Crelle LXXXIX, 
1880). These equatlons furnish p (p + 1) conditions for the expression of 
the 2 -1 quotients Y (u; APr)/,Y(u; A) in termns of functions of the form 

a2 g log,(u; A). If these equations were capable of solution, we might 
Zau, aui 
expect, by means of the addition equation of the theta functions, to be able to 
obtain the function 3 (u+v; A) & (u - v; A)/,2 (u; A) 32 (v; A) in termls of func- 

* a 2 
tions log a (u; A). E xcept in case p= 2, in which ip (p+l)= 3 = 2P-1, au4 auj 

4 0 
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it is not however obvious* that the equations are capable of soluition. It is there- 
fore of interest, and it is the final (though not the only) purpose of this paper 
to prove, that in the hyperelliptic case, for any value of p, the required expression 
can be effected. To be more precise, it is shown below, that if Qi be any one of a 
certaiqn group of 2P characteristics, then, in the hyperelliptic ca.se 

u (+ V; Qi)' (u (-X i Qi) 
(u (; Qi) C' (v ; Qi) 

can be expressed as an integral polynomial in the p (p + 1) functtons 

_ log 
a2 

(U; Q i), log a (v; Qi). au, a og(; av,aovi 
I have desired to arrive at this result, starting onrly from the general results 
associated with Riemann's theory of Abelian functions, and without assuming 
properties for which, though in some cases their general character is already 
well known, I was not able to give a precise reference to the existing literature. 
In some cases, to save space, I have ventured to give references to my recent 
book on Abelian functions; these references are printed thus, [B. 25]. An 
analysis of the steps of the arguinent which leads to the final result, is prefixed 
to the development. The formule in Nos. VII and VIII of this analysis would 
also appear to be of importance in the theory of the hyperelliptic theta functions. 

ANALYSIS. 

I.- Of the method of the paper. 

We suppose the fundamental algebraical equation to be 

y2-4P (x) Q (x), 

whlerein Q (x) = (x -c1)(x- C2) * * * (X - c)(x-c), 
P (x) (x - a1)(x - a2) . .. . (x -a,) 

that is, we suppose one of the branch places to be at infinity. We suippose the 
cross lines of the Riemann surface, by which we pass from one sheet to the 
other, to be c1al, c2a2, ..C.., cap , where a denotes the branch place at 

*Apart from the general theorems announced by Weierstrass, Crelle, LXXXIX, 1880, p. 7, from 
which such a result was to be expected. 
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infinity, and we call lC, ac, C2, a2, .... cg , a., c, a, the ascending order of the 
branch places; we do not however suppose the quantities cl, al, etc., to be real 
The dissection of the surface, whereby it is changed into the p-ply connected 
surface on which the Abelian integrals are single valued, is taken to be that 
denoted by the annexed diagram. Other methods of dissection are discussed 
below; from the discussion the reasons for the adoption of this method will 
appear. 

(b1) 

a152 

\a1 (h / 

FIG. A. 

[The period of any Abelian integral at a period loop is the constant by 
which the value of the integral on the side of the loop which is on the left when 
the loop is described in the direction of the arrow-head exceeds the value of the 
integral on the other side. The loops themselves are called by the letters 
(bl), (a,), .... here placed in brackets. The loops (a1), (a2), .... are called the 
first, second,.... period loops of the first kind, the loops (b,), (2), .... are 

called the first, second, ... . period loops of the second kind. In the figure 
p - 2 pairs of loops are not shown.] 

The finite branch places, taken in the ascending order, are frequently 
denoted, respectively, by bl, 62, 63, b4, .... . b, b2p, b,+,. In some cases, how- 
ever, where no misunderstanding can arise, a batch of ko finite branch places, 
taken in the ascending order but not necessarily beginning with the branch 
place cl, is denoted by bl, b2, ... . , bk. 
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It is known that any one of the 22P theta functions arising from the funda- 
mental algebraic equation 

y (X, i) P+2 =f(X) 

is associated with a decomposition of the integral polynomial f (x) into two 
factors, in the form 

f (x) = P 

in what follows we are primarily, though not exclusively, concerned with those 
2P functions which arise for all decompositions in which Pi-?124 has a fixed 
factor of order p + 1, namely, the factor which we have denoted by Q (x). Cf. 
below, No. VII of the Analysis. 

IL.- Of two signs depending on the dissection of the Rieemann surface. 

If 
Q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7 = ^)=(t'2 P _i(' kl, k2 ,*.. Q ~~~~~~iII ~7I717f 

\q/\ q, l q27 * X qp k / k , k2, ****, p 

be two characteristics of half-integers, we use (after Frobenius) the abbreviations 

I Q, K| (qrk'_'kr), (R) -e=l, drkr 
r=l 

Further, b denoting any one of the 2p + 1 finite branch places, and 2cr,i, 2c64, 
denoting the periods of an integral of the first kind, er. c, at the i-th period loops 
respectively of the first and second kind, if 

Uar Ib= Ilr, 1 + * + fp)Jr, p + 9Bl'4, 1 + * + X (a 

(so that, as is known, 1, .... , fl are integers), we put 

B X 
1 

In regard then to the 2p + 1 half-integer characteristics, B, thus arising, it 
is important to consider the values of the two quantities 

wherein BA, B, are any two of the 2p +1 characteristics in question. The origin 
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of these two quantities will be seen in the two following Nos. III, IV respec- 
tively. These signs may be replaced by the single one 

/ ( Q ) e17ri2;qtk,; 

but this is practically not very convenient. 

III.- On the fundamental radical functions. 

On the p-ply connected dissected Riemann surface upon which the Abelian 
integrals are single valued, there exist 2p + 1 single valued functions, of which 
the squares are the 2p + 1 functions x - b, b denoting any one of the finite 
branch places. Supposing the values of y to be beforehand allocated to the 
places of the Riemann surface, they shall be defined by the facts, (i) that at 
infinity the ratio of any two of them is unity, (ii) that their product is equal 
to g y. We denote them by the symbols / x - b. We are then able to define 

the symbols V/b, -b as the value of / x - bj at the place bi. With this defini- 

tion we are able to prove the equation 

bi b- b. b/ - bi . 7 XB, y X 

which holds for any method of dissection of the Riemann surface. 

IV. - Of the expression of a certain theta-quotient. 

If U, a, . , . X qx, a be a system of linearly independent integrals of the first 
kind, and, as usual, a,, .... t a,s being the branch places before described, 

Ubr U= a, ]] + .a..+ U',P, ap, r=1 , ,p 

then the theta quotient 
2(uBiBj)BB)2(u) 

a2 (u l B) a' (U I Bj) 

is equal to ( j)(bi bj) y X( - ) r ) 
(b ( = 

b 
(Xr b$(rbj) F' (xr) ' 

where F(x) (x- x)(x- x) .. (x- xP) 

(Cf., for instance, Bolza, American Journal, XVII (1895), where, however, the 
sign of the right side is not made precise.) 
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V.-Of the dissection of the R?iemann surface. 

It is possible to take the period loops, on the Riemann surface, so that, 

when i >j, the value of each of the quantities I Bi, BjI , Bi shall be indepen- 

dent of i and j. This is manifestly a convenience. These two quantities are 
however independent; it is possible to choose dissections in which their values 

form any one of the four combinations (+ 1, + 1), (- 1, -1), (+1, -1), 
(- 1, + 1). We adopt as our standard method of dissection one in which when 
i >1' 

Bi, Bjl IBj, Bil + 1, 

(Bi );( BB),+1 
= +1 

Then we have, when i >j, 

a' (u I B/ B) a2 (u) _-_b_ - bj___ 

a' (u4[B Bzj)( a'B) (ui; l' (-bi)(xr- bj) Fl (xr) 

VJ.-1Resulting preliminary formula3. Introduction of sigma-functions. 

Let a , xr;J ddx 
cc y 

and let the value, when the arguments ul X*X ., u , are zero, of the expression 

1 1 a +a a (uIAr), 
a (O) iVf'T(ar) ~I4KaUi 

wherein Ar is the half-integer characteristic associated with the half-period Ua, ar, 

be denoted by ar; herein, as always in what follows, i''f' (ar)/4 is written to 
denote 

iVar - ciVar-a1 - /ar-c, . .ae e Var-c, 

the symbols V'ar cl, etc., being as in No. III; then, for a proper determination 
of the sign of the denominator, we have 

( 1)P-rVpl (ar) - C( 1)p-rPt (ar) 
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where V/P' (ar) denotes 

V/ar-a,/ar -a2.. Var -ap, 

the symbols %/ar- a,, etc., being as in No. III, and V/(-_ )P-rp (ar) denotes 

*/ar-a ..../ar-ar-1 Var+l -ar * .Vap-ar- 

Further we have 

JAr) u V(-)1)P + 1 F(ar) VF (ar) -(- 4/F (a,) 
a (u) = (V( 1)2P-r?lfI (ar)/4) (iVf'(ar)/4)q VP' (a,) 

where 

V(- I)p r+lF(ar) = Var. - xi.. / ar Xr-1 /Xr - arr X, - ar,* 

V/ F (a,) = Var-xi * ar- p i 

we have previously (No. III) defined the sense in which the symbols Vx - b 
are used; it is convenient also, as here, to introduce symbols denoted by /b -x; 

we define then the symbol Vb -x, wherein b is any one of the 2p + 1 finite 
branch places, by the equation 

Vx-b= -iVb-x. 

Such formuloa as these have of course been given before (e. g. K8nigsberger, 
Crelle, LXIV (1865), for the case when the branch values c1, a1, c2, .... are 
real); but, I think, without the precise determination of the signs of the square 
roots involved which is necessary for the deductions to be drawn in this paper. 

Further, Br, B,, denoting as before the characteristics associated with the 
half-periods Ua, b, ua, b8, and BrBs denoting the sum of these characteristics, 
without reduction, we put 

(u I Br). - (uB,) 
= Er, s / br bs { (X r) (Xi-b) F (x) 

where br 'a bs is written, instead of b, - b,, to denote that in the ascending order 
of the branch places, b, has a higher place than b8, and er,, iS a square root of 
unity, in fact defined by this equation, which we do not determine. 
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Then we find, if 'r, s:- Er, s /brl b5, a notation which will be frequently 
employed, that 

p t(u IBrBsBt) 2 (u) 11 yi 
- (u fI Br) 5 (u I B8) c (u I Bt) ~r, s s,' t ~r, tf (xi - br)(Xi -b)( -bt) F' (xi) 

It is to be noticed that nr, s = 4', r etc., as follows from the definition. 
We now suppose br, b,, b, to be chosen from the branch places a1, .... ,ap 

and we introduce the definitions 

ar ($)- ;tr a (u6 I Ar)/a (?) I 

ar, s (u) - 
r 

_r8 a (u6 I ArAs) /a (O) 
r, 8 

crr, s, t(u) + = + r%st a (u I ArAsAt)I/ (0) , 
?r, 8 4s t ;?, t 

wherein Ar is the characteristic associated with the half-period Ua, ar, and ArAs 
denotes the sum of the characteristics Ar A, without reduction, etc. Then, 
bearing in mind that the argument u, is given by 

I Idkc+ +fPxkldx (k= 1, ,p) 

we find that the first terms in the expansion of Or (u) in a series of integral posi- 
tive powers of ul, -1,b are the linear terms which may symbolically be 
denoted by 

P () 
- ar) 6 ' (g-aj)(' a2) '(0 ap) 

=P-+ + Aj p-3+ + +A,-,, say, 

provided we replace the powers of the symbolical quantity 0 according to the 
definitions 

i_ = Ui, 0?bl (z-1, 2, ..,p) 
that is, the linear terms are 

u1, + Alu,1_ + A2uqp_ + ... + AP_lul. 

Similarly the first terms in the expansion of a,,, (u) are linear terms given, 
symbolically, by 

P (s) = *P-2 + .-.Bj + gp-4B + +Bp2 say, 

u.p-1 + BluP -2 + B2au8_3 + 0 + Bp _2uj; 
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and the first terms in the expansion of aC, , t(u) are quadratic terms given sym- 
bolically by 

I < (0) o W0)( 01)2 

where P ( ) 

and, after the division has been carried out, we are to replace the equivalent 
symbols {, i' according to the laws 

Ui 
t 

= 0I 0= - l 
= 10 . (i1, 2, ., 7. p) 

The function cr (u) is one of p functions; the function ar,. (u) is one 
of p (p-i) functions; the function a,, s, (u) is similarly one of W p (p -l)(p-2) 
functions. 

These expansions show that the functions agree with the hyperelliptic sigma 
functions considered by Klein. Cf. Burkhardt, Math. Annal., XXXII (1888), 
p. 442. 

VII.-New expression of theta functions of three or more suffixes in terms of 
functions of one or two suffixes. 

Let b13I b2,, * b2n+1 be any finite branlch places, taken in any order; let 

cv,. s(u) = (uI BrBs) 
r, 8 

the notation being as before, and put 

V12 .... k 1, 2 61, 3 2, 3 1, 4 '2, 4 43, 4 * I, k 42, k7 *0 0 X kc-l, k; 

let the suffixes 1, 2, . . . . , 2n be divided into two sets r1, . . r ., r, and sl, . .. , 

and put 

I)n-=(br, - br.)*b (ri - brn( -~ brs) * *-(br2 - brn * bn br.) t 

En = (bse -b82) 0 (bs] -b8)(b82-b8s) . (bs bsSn) * *(b n- b ) 

then, if 1J, 2 .... k(u) denote a (u I BlB2 . . . . Bk), where B1 . . .Bk denotes the sum, 
without reduction, of the half-integer characteristics associated with the half- 
periods ua. b, . . Ur. bk, we have the theorem 

n I 
(U) all ..... In (U) .r,, s8t, Pr,,s2 iP *Pr,, 8n V12 .. 2n 

(Pr2, s, P q)2, 82 I (*, s )+s Dn nEn 
so D 3 o 0 0 0 * * * o 

4r1, SI 7 (Pr,, Se2 7 * ' * * I(PrW S. 

41 
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Further, if the suffixes 1, 2, . .. . , 2n+1 be divided into two sets rl, ... ,rn 
and sl, .... , s+1 and Dn be defined as before, but 

Fn + 1 = En (b8l bs + -)(bs2 b 
Sn+* (b8n bsn+I) - 

then we have the theorem 

(U) 22n+I (U) V12 .... 2n+1 

mr, l ?)l,8 s* *^ lss+1 DnFn 

(Pr,, 9) ( Pr, s) * 0* , (Pr,, 8n+1 

In these equations b is written for 3 (u I Bs,), and (r, s for 1r, s (ut). 
We now suppose the branch places b1, . ... , b2,? +1 to be chosen from among 

the places a1, ... . , a,; and we put 

a (u) = (u) 

a12 .... 2n (u) = (- . )n L%2n; '1 2 a(u|A1 A ) 
_ ;61;62* t tV12n .... lA 2n a (n) 

?12 2n +1 ( ) 
~V12 ............ 

2n+1 
a. (0) 

wherein A1 *l** A2n denotes the sum of the characteristics associated with the 
half-periods U,bci a, ... . Uca. a"n, and 2n + 1 is supposed not greater than p, so 

that we define, hereby, 2P sigma functions. Then we find 

a(n-1) (U) . (Y12 .... 2n, (U) ar,, 8(u), **u Cr, as,, (u) 1 

........ 

* 

eDnEn- 

ar., sl( )t* (rn, s, (U2) 

and an (ut) 12 ...t(2n +1) (U) = a,.,, t) (u), Csr a (u) 1 

*~~~~~ DEn+1 

rn 81(u) , *u * r , Sn +1 (u) 

as, (U) ) * 0 0 1 Csi s+ I(ub) 

These expressions bring into evidence the fact that a12 ,,,, I(U) vanishes to order 
k or a (k + 1), when the arguments U1, ... , u,, are zero, according as k is 
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even or odd; and they show that the first terms in the expansion of T12 .... 2n (U) 

in powers of u1, ... . , t,,are those given symbolically by 

n ! +(1 ()A(1...'X?n 

where p (p) = P ( a)/(,-a1) .... -a2nf), (0, .... , n ) denotes the product 
of the squares of the differences of (, ...., (, and, after the divisions have 
been carried out, we are to replace the powers of the equivalent symbols 

01 ) 0 0 a X inaccording to the law expressed by 

tr _tti X r ibl =t 1 X 21 X X 9 ? _ 

Similarly, with p (p) = P (a)/($-a1) .... -a2, + l) the first term in the 
expansion of 12 .... 2n +I(U) is given by 

(n + 1) ! '()* n+)/ 1 X X +) 

Cf. Burkhardt, Math. Annal., XXXII (1888), p. 442. The function C12 .... 2n (u) 

has the ' algebraical characteristic' given by 

op 2 (x- a) (x-Paj .. (x-d2n) 

, + 1+ _= Q (x). (x-a1) .... (x - 
a2n) 

, 

and the function (12 .... (2n + 1) (U) the algebraical characteristic given by 

p+ 1-2u _ P(x) 

4p + 1+ 2 = (x -a) Q (x) (x - a1) ... . (x an 1) 

VIII.-New expression for the square of a theta function of three or more suffixes 
in terms of the squares of functions of one and two suffixes. 

It is known that the skew symmetrical determinant of 2n rows and 

columns, of which the (i, j)th element ai, is such that ai, j = - aj, j, a, = 0, is 
the square of a rational polynomial of degree n in the elements of the deterini- 
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nant; this polynomial-called by Cayley a Pfaffilan-we denote by (123.... 2n); 
it may be defined by the equation 

(1 2 .... 2n) = a12 (34 .... 2n)-a13 (245 ....2n) 

+ a14 (235 .... 2n) ... +a,,2n(23fff 2n- 1), 
where n = 2, 3, 4, .... 

With this notation we have, the theorem expressed by the two following 
equations 

,32 (n -l) 
('u) . c12 u. = (I 2n(6(1 2n) 

c (?b) *12 .... (2n+1) (u) = (012 .. 2n + 1), 

where, if bX,. ..X b2n?+1 be any finite branch places, and B1B2 . *0. B, denote 
the sum (without reduction) of the characteristics associated with the half- 
periods Ua,6 *.. qe,a, bk, 

12 .... k (U) =- (u B1B2 *... Bk), 
as before, and 

=ij W, (u) when i <j, a0 - (un) when i>j, 

aO, i 2 (q%), as,o - (qb) 

These equations enable us to express the quotient '2 .... k (u)/2 (u), in 
which k > 2, as a rational integral polynomial in the ip (p + 1) quotients 
a? (,It) /L!2 (UJ), X 12 (U)/a2 (Mb), 

In the applications which are here to be made of these expressions the 
branch places b1, . . . . , b2n+1 will be chosen from among a,, . . . . , ap. 

IX.- On an addition equation for the hyperelliptic theta functions and the 
resulting proof of the expressions of the quotients -2 (u I Ai) / a2 (u), 

a' (u I AiA)/a2 (u) by means of functions p,, , (u). 

Let Ai denote the half-integer characteristic associated with the half-period 
Una ai, and let Q denote any one of the group of 2P characteristics formed by the 
addition of 0, 1, 2, ... . , p of the characteristics A1, ... . , A,. Further, let 

pi (u)=- a2 log a (u) 
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Then we have the addition equation (given by Kdnigsberger, Crelle, LXIV) 

a2 (0)a(u + V)a(u-V) = a2(u Q) a2(Vj Q). 
Q 

Now suppose that in this equation, for small values of the arguments v, both 
sides are expanded in powers of these arguments, and the coefficients of the 
quadratic powers of these arguments on the two sides of the equationi are equated 
to one another. As follows from No. VII, the only terms on the right side 
wherein the lowest powers of the arguments v are not of higher degree than the 
second are those involving functions of one and two suffixes. The left side is 
equal to 

p p 

32 (o) a2 (U) [1 E' >'ViVi (U) +* * ] 
i_1 =1 

Hence we obtain p (p + 1) equations whereby the _p (p + 1) quotients 
a2(U I Aj)/c2 (u), a2 (U I AiAj)/l2 (u) are expressible linearly by the functions 

pij (u). 
Utilizing the results of No. VI to solve these equations, we find, if 

a (O)-1+g Sc Wi gj + . a a . 

that 

b2 (u I Ar) - [cp, + pp, i (u)] ah-l a, (U) Mrj1r 

a2 (u I ArA) a_ a, ap 
p 

a2 (U) Mrl8 li, + pi, j (u)] a, a 
AXilj=l 

where, with the meaning explained in No. VI, 

Mr= iN/f I 
(ar)/4 I(r=1, 2, . ,p) 

and ar -- a8 is written instead of a, - a, to indicate that in the ascending order 
of the branch places a1, ...., a, ar has a higher place than a8, or in other 
words, that e > s. 

Results of this form have been given before. See, for instance, Wiltheiss, 
Math. Annal., XXXI (1888), p. 417, and Bolza, American Journal, XVII (1895), 
and the references to Brioschi and others there given. 
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In these equations, and "in the previous Nos. of this Analysis, the function 
3 (u) is that given by 

00 X0 
*, * *6eau2 + 27ripn + i7rTn2 

n, _=- nU =-oo 

where vI, ...., v, are Riemann's normal integrals of the first kind, the periods 
of vr being 

O, 0 .. ,i O, 1, O, ...eOr, 1 X err 2 1 * *@ r, p) 

vn denotes vjnj + .... + vpnp n2 denotes Zi nj1 (ij-1 .... , p) au2 

denotes 2Xaj -uiu- (i j 1, 2, *. . . , p), wherein aij aji, and the -p (p + 1) 
quantities a1, j are those occurring in the equation 

2Ed Va. auzu = Ta au z, J dx dz 2ys + F(x, z) 
2i=1 .j=1a 

,jU j 
c 

4x-z) 

where IJ7fxa is Riemann's normal elementary integral of the third kind, and 
F(x, z) is any symmetrical integral polynomial in x, z, of degree p + 1 in each, 
which satisfies the equations 

F(z, z)=2f (z), [ F (x, z)]_= d f (z) 

The coefficients cw, j are determinable by the fact that 

E > cv. Mit =4 [P ($l) Q ($2) + P ($2) Q ($1)]-F($1, $2) 

i=1 J=1 
I i" 

4 ($j _$2)2 

where the meaning is that after the division on the right-hand has been carried 
out (as is always possible), we are to put 

t^_ qi = 02- ? U4 -2 liy1 2,.. ,p) 

In particular we may take each of cij to be zero. 

X.-A fundamental theorem. 

If Q be used, precisely as in No. IX, to deniote one of a certain group of 2P 
characteristics, then we have the theorem 

a(U+vI Q)a(u-vl Q) 
22 (u I Q) $" (v I Q) 

_ rational integral polynomial a2 lQ) a2 1og (vIQ) 
in the p (p + 1) functions ui uj lvi oVj 

This follows immediately by combining the results of Nos. VIII and IX. 
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Two examples may be given; let 12.... ,(u) denote the function defined in 
No. VII; then 

(a) for p = 2, if pij - a2 log a2 (u), 

we have 

_ 12 (u + v) a12 
(6 

- v) = 1 (u) (v) + (a, + a2 + c22)(P12 (U) -P2 (V)) 
2 U)a (V)2 2 12() 12M c12 (u102 

+ (aja2 - C12)(PP12 (U) - P22 (V)) + P21 (U) 922 (V) - P2l (V) 922 (U). 

In particular, when, with 

f (x) - aP + 2 -4 (x5 + 5A1x4 + 1OA2x3 + 10A3x2 + 5A4x + A5), 

we take, as we may, 
F(x, z) = 2aP+1auP+1 

we find al + a2 + c2= - 2A1, aja2-c12 = A2; 
and when, with 

f(x) = 4x2 + X4X4 + X3X3 + a2X2 + 2%X + , 

we take, as we may, with As 4, 6 = 0, 7 = 0, 

p?1 

F(x, z) =xiz [2%2i + x2i +1 (x + Z)], 
i =o 

we find a1 + a2 + c?2,=O, a,a2-c12=O. 

(3). Forp-3, if 

pii (u) - 

a2 
10 log123 (U), au a?~j 

we have 

__123 (U + V) a123 (U - V) 

a123 (U) a123 (V) 

[P31 (U) - g31 (v)]2- [p33 (U) - P33 (V)] [Pll (U) - Pll (V)] 

+ [921 (u) - 921 (V)] [923 (U) - P23 (V)] - [g92 (U) - N2 (v)] [P31 (ub) -31 (V)]. 

Equations of this form, in each of which there occurs only one function, and 
its second logarithmic derivatives, appear to be of importance, not only for 
the theory of theta functions, but also for the general theory of periodic func- 
tions of several independent variables. 
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Of the functions of u occurring on the right side of these equations, every 
p + 1 are connected by an algebraical relation; and they can all be expressed 
rationally by means of p + 1 functions having the same periods, and so con- 
nected. The discussion of these properties is reserved*-here the expressions 
are given in the form in which they naturally present themselves in the first 
instance. 

ON THE HYPERELLIPTIC SIGMA FUNCTIONS. DEVELOPMENT. 

SECTION I.-Preliminary lemma. 

A certain factorial function in general. 

I. On any Riemann surface, dissected to a p-ply connected surface in the 
ordinary way, by (a)-cuts or period loops, and (b)-cuts or period loops, there 
exists one and only one single valued function satisfying the conditions, (i) of 
being infinite to the first order, with a residue equal to + 1, at an arbitrary 
place c, (ii) of vanishing to the first order at an arbitrary place z, (iii) that its 
value shall be the same at any two opposite points of an (a)-cut, while its value 
at a point on the left or positive side of a (b)-cut, say (br), shall be e2wrivr' c times 
its value at the corresponding point of the right side, V, a, . , 

a . being 
Riemann's normal integral of the first kind. 

That there cannot be two such functions is clear, since their quotient would 
be a single-valued function without factors at the (a) and (b) cuts, and without 
infinities, and having the value unity at the place c. 

While, on the other hand, if K be a properly chosen quantity, independent 
of x, and fl, k be Riemann's normal elementary integral of the third kind, with 
z and c as infinities, chosen so as to vanish at the place k, the function is clearly 

given by RKe 
There are reasons however why this form is not convenient; we therefore 

introduce another. Let 
9 (u) = V2e27rfnui 

+ 
i2T2 

where nu denotes n1u . + + nyu,,, 'n2 denotes 2Xtrjnin>, and the summation 
is in regard to each of n1, .... n, over all integers fromn - to + oo; further, 

* [Added, September, 1898. The reader may refer to a note in the Proceedings of the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society, May Term, 1898 (vol. IX, Part IX)]. 
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let i2 be any odd half-period, that is, a set of p simultaneous half-periods, of 
which one element is given by 

-If(n), g=i + er, ,Si+ ..+ Ttp, (iSp , 2,....,p )P 

then, assuming as known the fact that the function of x expressed by 
e (VXz z + 142) has p zeros of the first order, one of them at the place z and the 
others independent of z, and has no infinities, the factorial function in question 
is clearly given by 

p 

f (X; Z, C) = 0 (vxi 
c 

+ ) 
01(v)- 

(+IS) 
?(Vx +E) W(V + n() 

p 

wherein j(Dvi), 9 (p7) represents the value, at the place c, of the differential 
i=1 

coefficient of the function E0 (v" C + fl)). 
II. For the function f(x; z, c) we have the property 

f (zi; z,)_C f (z; z',c), 

namely, the value at any place z', of the funiction defined in (I), with c as pole 
and z as zero, is the negative of the value, at the place z, of the corresponding 
function with the same pole c but a different zero z'. 

This is immediately obvious from the representation given, bearing in 
mind the equation 

(v) z + ?)= e 2fTi @(vz,.+I) 

where s'v"' 2 is, for abbreviation, put for s'v' 2 + . + s,vv Z. This equation 
expresses a fundamental property of the function 0. 

III. The proof of the property in (II) can be given in a more elementary 
way in terms of integrals of the third kind only. For that purpose we require 
a result contained in the following proposition: 

If P,; k represent any elementary integral of the third kind, with infinities 
at z and c, and chosen so as to vanish at k, and if x, xl, x2, x3 be any places 
whatever, we have 

P$2,$XI + PZT$ + Pe;,,2 = odd integral multiple of ni. 

To prove this we notice first that it is sufficient to prove it for the case where 
the integral of the tlhird kind is taken to be Riemann's normal elementary 

42 
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integral of the third kind; the more general statement immediately follows 
from this. Now if (x, z) be used for shortness to denote the function 
E (v.Z + I f)), it can be easily proved, by comparing the zeros and poles of the 
two sides of the equation and the factors at the period-loops, that the following 
equation holds: 

x, k-_5x, z] [k, c]. 
", eo [x, c] [k, z] 

hence we have 

enTl,x0 + nX' + nr"'a -s [x [ X2] [1, x3] [3 x ,1 [X2, X] [x, X] [X3, X21] eX'2 Xs 3 "Z X2, a EX [x X3][1 [XI2X] [X,I XI] [XI, X3] [X,7 XI][X3, XI] 

and, in virtue of the equation [x, z] = e7stvz [Z, X], already quoted, the right 
side is equal to - 1. 

Cor. 1. Putting x = xl and, for greater clearness, replacing xl, x2, X3 respec- 
tively by z, a, b, we have the result 

limi,t (elZ a Hz b)$ =Z- 

This includes the general form of the proposition. 
Cor. 2. In order to use the result of (III) to prove the result of (II), notice 

that, g being an arbitrary place, 

f(x; Z, C) - Hz f (x; z, C) = G 

and therefore 

f(z; z, c) f(g; Z, C)e z , C. 

while also 
f(X; z, c) __n, 

f(X; z', c) 

thus f (z; z, c) = Z, + nl, e +nG: =_ -1, 

f (z; Z, c) 

which is the result we desired. 
This proof of the result in (II) is to be preferred to the former one, because, 

although the theorem for integrals of the third kind upon which it depends has 
here been deduced from the properties of theta functionis, that theorem is, I 
think, clearly capable of a more elementary proof by contour integration. 
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Cor. 3. It is easy to see that 

f (X; z, c) e- +l f (X'; zI, c) e uz'- 

In case x, x' coincide respectively with z', z, this becomes the proposition in (II). 
The results in this Section I are of a preliminary character, and in what 

follows will only be used for the hyperelliptic case. 

SECTION II. 

Of methods of dissecting the hyperelliptic Riemann Surface. 

The fundamental algebraic equation is taken to be 

y2=- 4 (ac cl)(x; - a,) . . .. (x z; c,)(x a,)(x c), =f (x;) 

wherein c1, a,, .. . , c,, a,, c are given (complex or real) quantities. Over the 
x plane we suppose a two-sheeted Riemann surface to be constructed, with p + 1 
cross lines, between the places (cl, a,), (c2, a2), .. a0 , (c,, a,), (c, o). We 

suppose the branch values and the branch places cl, al, ... . always to be taken 
in the order 

cDX a,, e,, a,, * . rs art .. ep , ap, c, o 

and shall often denote them respectively by 

b1l b2, b3, N3 b4, . a . , b2r-I b2r, . . . . b2.p - I1, b2p, b2p, +?1, a, 

using throughout the symbol a for the branch place at infinity. By the standard 
case we mean that in which cl, a,, .... , a,, c are real and in ascending order of 
magnitude; by the difference bi bj we mean that in which the b of less suffix is 
subtracted from that of greater suffix, namely, i >j; thus in the standard case 
bi -- bj will be positive as well as real. We suppose the Riemann surface to be 
changed into a p-ply connected surface in the ordinary way, by means of p 
period-loop-pairs, the sides of each of these pairs constituting a closed curve, and 
speak of the resulting surface as the dissected Riemann surface, using sometimes 
by analogy the word cuts in place of period loops. 

Let ul,, .*.., u. a be any p linearly independent integrals of the first 
kind, single-valued upon the dissected surface; denote the periods of u'z a at the 
first and second of the ith pair of period-loops, namely, at the loops (ai), (bi), 
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respectively by 2c)r,' , 2c4', ,. Then if b denote any one of the (2p + 1) finite 
branch places, we have 

,a .b (r==,...,p 
Uv6r -=/Bz31)r, I 

+*L + gp6)r, p + $+r, +...., p) 

where 3,. .., j3; are integers, which are immediately obvious by inspection 
in case of any specified dissection of the surface; these equations we denote by 

,a, b i) 

upon the properties of the (2p + 1) half-integer characteristics thus arising 
depends the definiteness of the determination of the signs of certain square roots 
arising here. 

If Q, K be any two half-integer characteristics given by 

Q = - ,f = -f (ql K ) = i k)=i k, ,k)' 

we use the abbreviations 

(, j) - e$'= exp. ztiqkr, | 91 = qq'- qrq', 
r=1 r=1 

p 

I Qy KI qk - qlk I(qrkr' qr'kr) X 
r=1 

so that 
e7riQ, K -(Q)( ) 7riI Q (I ); 

further, we denote the characteristic associated with the half-period Wba4 by B1; 
for our purpose the values of the 2p (2p + 1) quantities 

(B, Bi I s Bj I 

will be found to be of importance. 
It is convenient to choose the dissection of the Riemann surface so that, 

provided i >j, the values of these quantities shall be independent of i and j; 
we&give therefore below examples of methods of dissection whereby 

(I) when i >j, 

BjI)Bjl 1 B 1 anditherefore wBj,Bi iB>j 

(II) when i >j, 
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(III) when i >j, 

[ Bi, Bj l = 1 Bi; = 1, and therefore IBj, Bi =-1 (Bj2= 1 

(IV) when i >j, 

IBi, Bjl =-1, ( ) 1=- 1, and therefore IBj, Bi = 1 

namely, such dissections are represented diagrammatically by the four following 
figures respectively: 

("I) / ~ ~ (I 

\ss 

-~~~~~~~ 
.......... 

....... .... --.. -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .s, 

.... 
. . . ...... 

.............. 
........... 

(I) 

. ........... ..... 
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C, 

(a,)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o 

a.. ... ar...Ia,e - 

(I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ l o 0rl 1 A 
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(II) ucr( O )rl( )(y -rp_ 

( 0 1) ? p) ( 0 

(III) 4as Cr_=i( 1)Dr1( O)(O) p- r ,2a, ar= u D ( 1) C= (1) 

a,V 1f - (1) o ) X 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(IV 1 r- 1 )( ? DP u-e_ 

from these the facts stated above as to the values of the quantities I Bi, B; l, VB 
can be immediately verified. 

If we denote the periods of an integral ubra for the case (1), at the 
a,i 

period 
loops of the first and second kind respectively, by 2r., i, 2x', j, and denote the 
corresponding periods for the dissections (II), (III), (IV) respectively by 

[2c)r, i]2X[2cr, J] 2; 
[2ca,, i],3 [2(,)r, 

i] 3; [2() 
w,, 

J ,X [2?rta]l 

we immediately find, supposing of course that the values of y are the same, at 
any the same place of the surface, in all the four cases, that 

-I r i-~~~ "sr, 4, ~ Cal r=41/ [()r, iJ2 = -)r, i, [LWr, iJ3 = /)r4 i [6)r, j 4 = i 

[(., 4112= - (Jr, i7 [6)r,r,i 3 i4 [(Jr, 14 = ( i? = 1 2: : .. p 

thus the matrices associated with the linear transformation (B. 531) from case 
(I) to the cases (II), (III), (IV) respectively, are those denoted by 

1 0 0 1> 0 I> 
0 O I 2 1 oJ X 1 oJ 

It is to be observed that from each of the four dissections (I), (II), (III), (IV) 
we can immediately derive another by changitng the direction of every (a) loop 
and every (b) loop. Thus, from (1) we can derive a dissection in which the 
periods are exactly equal to those arising in (II)-in. which however the charac- 
teristics* associated with the half-periods tU,, Ua, ar , Ua, will have all their 

elements negative. The quantities iBi, BJ1, (B) are, however, unaltered by 

the alteration of direction of every (a) loop and every (b) loop. 
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SECTION III. 

Of the construction of the functions e. 

Denoting the characteristic associated with a half-period ua, b by j ( ) and 

the matrices of the periods 26)r, j, 2o, i respectively by 2c, 2o, we obtain the 
normal integrals v and the symmetrical matrix r by the equations 

u 2cv, ca'-t= ; 

then the function (9 (U I Ua,, ) or 9 (u I B) is given by 

e2wV (n + 1 q') + irT (n + 1 q)2 + iirq (n + L q) 

n 

p 

where v (n + a q') denotes IVr (nr +g q), e (n+ q)2 denotes 
r_ 

) q'~r. .(nr+ 2r)(n8 + i q), q (n + q') denotes sq,.(n,.+ qr), and the summa- 
r=_1 S=1 r=l 

tionE is in regard to each of n1l...., np over all positive and negative integers. 

It follows that, for the same values of the arguments v, the function is ulnaffected 
by the addition of integers to the half-integers . .. , p occurring in the upper 

line of the characteristic s (i); thus the function E (u Ua, b) as defined by the 

dissection (11) differs from the function E) (U I Ua, b) as defined by the dissection (I) 
only in the sign of the arguments v; that is, the even functions in (II) are equal to 
those in (1), but the odd functions have a different sign. Similarly the functions 
constructed for the dissection (IV) are derived from those for the dissection (I) 
by a formula given B. 558; the ratio of any function (I) to the corresponding 
function (IV) consists of a factor independent of t-he characteristic, multiplied by 
E, where E is 1 in the case of the even functions, and i in the case of the odd 
functions. 

It is clear that the theta functions arising for any one of the four dissections 
will be unaltered by changing the direction of every (a) loop and every (b) loop; 
for this change alters the sign of the characteristic and also the sign of the 
normal integrals. 

Further, if Br = w (q), B8 = a (k) be the two characteristics associated 
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respectively with the half-periods Uas 1& Ua, '8X and 

f' + kl = 2M'r + A', =r+ r2Mr + Xr (r=_1, 22...., p 

where X, X/ are integers each = 0 or 1, and Mr, M' are integers, then, by the 

reduced characteristic B,B is meant the characteristic X(I). It is desirable 

to compare the dissections (I), (II), (III), (IV) in regard to the values of the 
integers (M, M'); we have the equation 

E) 
u, | (M ) , 

= 
() e7ri2z`E (u, | y ) 

hence, denoting the factor elM"' as the reduction factor for the places b,., b8, we find 
that for the dissections 

(I) and (II), the reduction factor is - 1 for all cases in which the less of the 
two values b,, b -that is, the one of these occurring first in the ascending order 
of the 2p + 1 finite branch places-is one of a1, . . . a , a., and is otherwise + 1. 

(III) and (IV), the reduction factor is - 1 when the places b,, b8 are such a 
pair as c, and a,, and is otherwise + 1. 

In order to avoid the consideration of the reduction factor we shall fre- 
quently in what follows use 0 (u I Br B,) to denote the function in which the 

characteristic is not reduced, namely the function E [u | (u + )], and for this 

purpose we shall reverse the ordinary rule: Unless the contrary is stated it will be 
intended in the function E (u I B,. B.) that the characteristic is unreduced. 

SECTION I V. 

Of the fundamental radical functions on the Riemann surface. 

On the dissected surface, if b denote any one of the finite branch places, 
either one of the square roots of x " b is single-valued; this follows from the 
fact that x b vanishes to the second order at b and is infinite to the second 
order at infinity; to fix the value of this square root it is only necessary to 
specify the sign for some one value of X; we suppose the sign chosen for x= , 
and that this sign is the same for each of the 2p + 1 functions in which b is in 
turn every one of the finite branch places; supposing that the values of y have 

43 
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been allocated to the places of the surface before dissection, and noticing that 
the sign of a product of 2p + 1 factors is altered if the sign of every factor is 
altered, we agree that the signs of the functions considered, which functions are 
henceforth to be denoted simply by symbols /x -6b, shall be such that for a 
point in the lower sheet at infinity, the ratio 

2p +1 

H'% 
x - 

7 bl1' 

shall be equal to + 1; since this ratio is a single-valued continuous function 
whose square is + 1, it follows that, for every place of the surface, 

2p+1 -___ 

Y 2flVx-br; 
r=1 

that is, y 2=Vx - e2 l/x -al ao*. s/x - a1 S/x - c. 

Further, for the sake of definiteness, we suppose the sign of the infinitesimal at 
infinity, which is such that x = t-2, so chosen that at infinity, for each of the 
functions Vx- b- 

lim (t Vx - b)= + 1. 
t=O 

We may further suppose for real infinite x, and in the lower sheet of the surface, 
that t is a realpositive quantity. Thus in the standard case, for all real values 
of x greater than b, /x - b would be positive as well as real. 

Suppose now that, in the abbreviated notation before explained, 

,a, b = 

and let ? denote an odd half-period-that is, a set of p elements each of the 
form 

(8s + eri, 1 s+ do + e l (i= 1,22, . *. . , p) 

wherein sl, ... . 1, s, s I. ., sp are integers; then, on the dissected surface, the 
function 

E) (v' a+ 1 Q) E3 (Va, b + a 

(i (DVi)a=1i ( Q) 
i=l 
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wherein the second factor of the denominator denotes the value at infinity of the 
differential coefficient in regard to the infinitesimal of the function E (VX a+ Q 
is single-valued and continuous, and has no zeros or infinities; at the rth period 
loops respectively of the first and second kind the square of the function has the 
factors 

(e ri/3 1)2, (62riV, b _Ttr)2 = (2 iPr)2, 

each of which is equal to unity; thus the square of the function, being equal to 

+ 1 at the place infinity of the surface, is everywhere equal to + 1. Thus the 
function itself, which is also equal to + 1 at infinity, is also everywhere equal 
to + 1. Hence, in the notation employed in Section I, we have 

,/ x-b =e'V0/(x; b, a), 

and this result is independent of the method of dissection of the surface. 
It follows that the factors of Vx - b at the rth period loops respectively of 

the first and second kind are 

eiriP, erjTr /3' + 2riVr *a = e7riPr; 

this fact we shall denote by 

Vx -b cc 

and it will be found that this relation may be supposed to express another fact 
also. The factors of V71x17 at the period loops are immediately obvious 
geometrically by considering the number of revolutions about the branch-place 
b involved in taking the function round the period loops. The analytical proof 
has been preferred because it brings into greater prominence the fact that the 
result obtained is the same for anv method of dissection. 

Let now d be another finite branch-place such that 

let the signs dcl - b, V b - d denote respectively the value of the function 

'Ix - b at d, and the value of the function '/x - d at b; then it follows from 

Section I that 
'Id - b e6ivj = - I Vb-d e- iSVbb, a 
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and therefore 

Vb - d - [ ( +Tf')-f (8 + T)] - - 
i I D, B I 

where B =(), D= (, ); by squaring it follows that for every method of 
dissection 

jB,Dji _1, (mod.2) 

and therefore that, also for any method of dissection, 

Vd-b Ie d 1 sD, B I 

lhence, in all methods of dissection for which, when i >j, IBi, B, 1 (mod. 4), 
we have b =- i bi - bj; in all methods of dissection for which, when 
i>j, I Bj, Bj I 1 (mod. 4), we have Vb1 - b, + i Vb - bj3. 

With more precise conventions we may use the result somewhat differently, 

namely, -if for two half-integer characteristics Q = K (=), K- 1 (k'), the 

symbol V(Q) denote & we h aveV/c) Vd - = V( ) Vb . d. 

In what follows any one of the p (2p + 1) signs Vbi - bj will be u-sed to mean 
the value of the function Vx - bj when x is at b,; and, in accordance with the 
established practice in the elliptic case (Schwarz, " Formeln u. Lelirsaitze," p. 24 ; 
lHalphen, "Fonct. Ellipt.," I, p. 192), we shall take for the normal method of 
dissection one in which, for i >1j BI, Bj I-1 (mod. 4), as in the methods (I), 
(III) above (pp. 320 and 321); such a method may be described as a negative 
method, those in which IBi, Bj -1 (mod. 4) being described as positive 
methods of dissection. 

It is easy to see geometrically, in the figures (I) and (III), in what way the 

negative sign arises; let a continuous line be drawn in the lower sheet of the 

surface from + X to - X -indicated by the dotted line in the figures-so as to 

pass near all the cross lines of the surface; in reaching a branch-place this line 

may be supposed to describe a semicircle in the clockwise direction; thus the 

description of the semicircle near a branch-place b gives for the function V/x - b 

a factor - i. In the dissections (II), (IV) the corresponding semicircles are 
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described in the counterclockwise direction, and give a factor + i for V/x- b as 
the describing point passes round the branch-place b. 

The question may arise whether the method of proof just given, depending 
on the theta functions, may not be vitiated in the hyperelliptic case owinlg to 
the occurrence of even functions which vanish for zero values of the arguments; 
it is for this reason we have, in Section I, given an alternative proof, depending 
on the fact that if P,;, adenote an elementary integral of the third kind, with its 
infinities at. l, x2, then 

.P XS + P;I,X, + PXr,x _ odd integral multiple of ni; 

though we have deduced this property by mneans of the theta functions, it appears 
clear that it is capable of an elementary proof. 

We shall for convenience introduce, beside the function denoted by S/x -b, 
a function denoted by Vbb-x, and defined, for every one of the finite branch- 
places b, by the equation, holding for every value of x, 

Vb -x= + is/x -b, 

but some care must be exercised in regard to it; the value 

( 
i ')z=bj X (t7$ 

b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i)=;- tb i ,IeX Bj, Bi bI-, (b - x)Xb, (iVlx-b) )Vb- bi)=, ies~ Al'bi - bj, 

is equal to Vbi - bj only when IBi, Bj f1 (inod. 4); that is, if for i >j, 

iB,, Bj (mod. 4), V b,- b can be interpreted as the value of V bi - x when 
x is at bj only if, in the ascending order of the branch-places, b, has a higher -place 
than b,. It is for this reason we introduce, and shatll retain, the convention of 

using Vb, - bj only as the value of V x-bb, when x is at bi. 
The function Vx - b, when x is near to b, has opposite signs in the conju- 

gate places of the Rieniann surface-as is obvious by considering that we pass 
from one of these places to the other by a path going once round the branch- 
place b. But for values of x which are near to any other finite branch-place, 
the conjugate values of %Ix - b are not different, since the function would other- 
wise vanish at this branch-place. The question then arises of specifying the 
range of values of x for which the conjugate values of the function "Ix - b are 
the same; knowing the factors of "Ix -b at the period loops, it is easy to do this. 
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Let AB be a portion of a period loop, P, Q being two places on opposite 

B 

P' 
Q, 

/ ~~~Q 

sides of this loop, in the same sheet as the loop, P being on the left side of the 
loop; let P', Q' be their conjugate places; let E be the factor of Vx - b at this 

period loop, VQ (= i~ 1) be the ratio of the values of /x - b at Q and Q', and 
Xp the ratio of the values at P and P', then we clearly have Xp = eQ. By this 
remark it is easy to prove the following rule: Let the period loops be projected 
upon the plane below the Riemann surface; the projections will form a network 
of closed curves which, for the moment, we may distinguish, from the period 
loops themselves, as barriers; let the conjugate places of the Riemann surface 
which project, on to this plane, into a point lying within the barrier arising from 
any period loop, be called the places within this period loop; then, if in the 
relation 

V/w-boc 1t 

formerly employed, there occurs a unity inthe rthplace of the upper line of the 
symbol on the right, and a zero in the rth place of the lower line, it means that the 

values of ./ x - b are the same for the conjugate places within the loop (b,.); if there 
occurs a unity in the rth place of the lower line of the symbol on the right, and 

a zero in the r"h place of the upper line, it means that the values of Vx - b are 
the same for the conjugate places withitn the loop (ar); if there occurs a unity in 
the rth place of both the upper and the lower lines of the symbol on the right, it means 

that the values of /x - b are the same within the loop (ar), and also within the loop 
(b,r), except for that region which is within both (a,) and (b,r), where the conjugate 
values of /x - b are different. For all regions not specified in thts enumeration the 
conjugate valuees are different. 

For instance, if "we take the dissections (I) or (II) and denote the barriers 
which are the projections of the period loops (ar) and (br) respectively by (a') 
and (b'), 
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the function /x -Cr has its conjugate values equal for all values of x within 
the non-intersecting closed curves formed by the barriers (a'), (bj), ...., (b'-L) 
for other values of x its conjugate values are opposite; 

the function Vx - ar has its conjugate values equal within the barriers 
(a'), (bl), ...., (b'), save in the region common to the closed curves (a') and (b'), 
where they are opposite; for values of x not enclosed by any of these barriers 

(a'), (bM), ...., (b'), the values of /x - a, are opposite; 
the function V/x- c has its conjugate values opposite except within the 

closed curves formed by the barriers (bl), ...., (b1). 
These facts follow from the values of the half-periods Ua, cr Ua, ar C X a, C given 

on pp. 322 and 323. The corresponding results for the dissections (III) and (IV) 
can be obtained in the same way, or are geometrically obvious from these. 

To every function /Vx - b there are then certain characteristic period 
loops, namely, those at which its factor is - 1. On the Riemann surface the 
funiction Vzx-b does not take every value, for it can take the values ?_ B only 
when x = b + B2, and it may happen that for this value of x the conjugate 
values of Vx - b are the same. If, however, we take two precisely similar and 
equal exemplars of the Riemann surface and make opposite conventions for the 
sign of Vx - b on these two surfaces, so that at any two corresponding poinits, 
one on each surface, the values of Vx- b are equal and opposite, and join these 
two exemplars into one surface by converting the clharacteristic period loops of 
the function V/x - b into cross lines between the two surfaces, we shall obtain a 
surface of four sheets whereon Vx - b is continuous and single-valued, and takes 
every value twice. The behavior of Vx - b on either of the exemplars is such 
that if the values of Vx - b arising thereon be mapped upon a plane, the plane 
will be covered once with the exception of k holes, corresponding to the points 
of which no values of Vx - b arise-k being the number of characteristic loops 
belonging to V/x-b. -_b 

We have proved that the product of the 2p + 1 functions Vx - b is y. 
It follows that for every value of x there is an even number, or none, of these 
functions, of which the conjugate values are the same. 
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APPENDIX I TO SECTION IV. Application to the Elliptic case. 

Replacing the letters cl, a,, c which have denoted the branch places, respec- 
tively by e3, e2, el, and taking a dissection of the type (I), we have 

e1 = . () u' e,w+.=~ D ~ , ~() 

(h)t<, 3 t~ ~~~~~ el y 0o 

(a) 

q,60O el = , 0() t0 e | + (t) = 1 U s= ) t( 

also 

- e1, CC (O), has factor -1 at loop (b); its conjugate values inside (b) are 

equal, 

x - e2, c(x),has factor -1 at loops (a) and (b); its conjugate values are 

the same inside (a) and inside (b) except for values of x inside both 
(a) and (b), where they are opposite, 

Vx -e3, () has factor-1 at loop (a) ; its conjugate values inside (a) are 

the same. 

The values of te , =, dx ,in the tw.o sheets of the surface, (i) outside both 

the loops (a) and (b) are, for conjugate places, u and - u; (ii) inside loop (a), at 
conjugate places, are u and - u - 2X; (iii) inside both the loops (a) and (b), at 
conjugate places of the surface, are u and - M - 2b - 2X/; (iv) inside the loop 
(b), at conjugate places, are - u- 2ca'; hence putting 

%l (11) = (, (u,) = C/a;-el,> X2 (u) = C/x - e 3(6=/2-, x a (u) (u)x-2, X3(U)=VX-e3, 

the statements in regard to the three radical functions are easily seen to be 
summed up in the statements that X1 (tu), %2 (U), I3 (u) are odd fuinctions with 
the respective periods, (i) for Xl (u), 2a, 4J.); (ii) for Z2 (u), 4x, 2o + 2c'; 
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(iii) for r3 (u), 4x, 2W'. These facts can be immediately verified by the ordinary 
formulav of elliptic functions. 

Further, on the surface thus dissected the function 

sn (uVel -e3), =-Vel-e3/ I/ x-e3 

does not take all values, because the values of the argument u and - u - 26) give 
the same values for the function. To get all values we take two exemplars of 
the Riemnann surface, defining the sign of Vx - e8 differently in these, and join 
them into one surface by making the loop (a) a cross line between them, so that 
the left edge of this loop in one exemplar becomes continuous with the right 
edge of this loop in the other exemplar, and vice versa. 

D C D' C' 

A ,, .B .A' B' 

In other words, if we take as the fundamental surface a parallelogram with 2x, 
26)' as contiguous sides, so that the opposite sides AD, BC represent respectively 
the right and left edges of the period loop (a), the function sn (u'./e1 - e8) does 
not take all values within this parallelogram because the values in the triangle 
A CD are equal to the values in the triangle CAB; to get all values we must 
take another equal parallelogram wherein the value of sn(UV/el - e3) at any 
place is the negative of the value of sn (uVel - e3) at the corresponding place of 
the first parallelogram, and then join BC with A'D' and AD with B'C'. We 
thus get the ordinary period parallelogram with 26)' and 46) as sides, in which 
sn (uVel- e3) takes every value twice over. We may then also join D CD C' 
with ABA'B', so obtaining an anchor ring uponl which sn (uVel - e3) is single- 
valued, but takes every value twice over. 

Another point may be noticed in this elliptic case; similar remarks apply 
in general; taking the dissection as before, and supposing el, e2, e3 to be real, 
and further supposing that for real large positive values of x, in the lower sheet 
of the surface, the functions '/x - el, Vx/ e2, Vx - e3 are positive, as well as 
real, then the half-period 

00 dx 00dx 
J, y Je, 2/x -e1x -e2 Vx-e3 

44 
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is real and positive, while the half-period 
el dx 

is + i times a real positive quantity; thus R1 is positive, while, as we have 

seen, ./e3, --e iVe1 - e3, etc. If, however, we had taken a dissection such 

as (II) we should have obtained R ($) = negative, and, correspondingly, 

I4/e3 - el1= + i*./ el - es, etc. 

APPENDIX II TO SECTION IV. - On a certain prime function. 

If a Q be an odd half-period such that (cf. B. 302) 

Q (s + ers') =Var _ Vn, a, _ .. Vnp-,, ap-, 

then (B. 427) we have, in the function, 

w (X, Z) =E- @(vZ -2 +QeT = C (x -z)e 
v )= (x-n1) ... x+;n,)(z z n)* (z-np_1) C *1 Y8 

wherein C is a certain constant, and -, z denote the places conjugate to x and z, 
a function which, as appears from the first form (n, ... . , np-1 being branch 
places), is single-valued on the dissected Riemann surface, and has no infinities; 
the function vanishes to the first order when x is at z, and to order p - 1, as a 
function of x, when x is at infinity. Replacing any factor x - ni by xl- nix2, 
where x xl/x2, we have a prime form, with no infinities, and only one zero, at 
x = z. We consider, however, only the function. After what has bee'n given, it 
is easy to determine the factors of this, regarded as a functionl of x, at the period 
loops. For if 

va 
(a,. + 'ra) 

so that ear Vx - nr cc a/y 

then i _va, n + .. + Va n _Va a, Va... p 

_ 1 11 
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where the dissection is supposed to be of the kind (I); hence 

Thus the factor at the kth (a) loop 

and the factor at the kth period loop of the second kind is 

e-27ri (v> + rk, k) e-XiSk - (_ i)P-k+I e-2i (v fi+ iTk,) . 

e~~~~~~~~~~ar ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a 
In particular we may take ni, n2,. ..., n = a1,, a2, .. ., a.-I, and n = 
then, with the dissection (I), the function of x given by 

w (X, Z)_(3et21(??) 

V/(x-- al) ....(a; ap-,),%(z- a,)... z. (z- a,-,) 

has the following properties: (i) it vanishes when the place x is at the place z, to the 
first order, and vanishes p -1 times at infity; (ii) it has no infinity; (iii) z (x, Z) 

- -z (z, x); (iv) at every loop of the first kind it has the factor 1; at the kth 

loop of the second kind it has the factor 
( )p - k+ 1 e- 2x (VA:! " + 4 k, t). 

In the elliptic case the function is the odd theta function; in case p = 2 it is 

? (v | (1 j)) | /V(x - al)(z - a). 

SECTION V. 

On the construction of the function 3. 

If Rx, kbe an elementary integral of the third kind, with z, c as infinities, 
chosen so as to vanish at the place k, and be further such that Bo, k= RV c, then 
there will be an equation of the form 

p p 

=, k Jz' k I2 a~~ kuz, c, RZ c- I1 21 Eaijuo 
i=1 j=1 

wherein Hz, k is Riemann's normal elementary integral of the third kind, 
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l Ik,...., u"" kare any linearly independent integrals of the first kind, and the 
coefficients ai, j are constants such that ai, j a5, . Taking then arguments 

l, . . . . , up, of whiclh the periods of ur are 2()r,i, .., 2)r,p , 26) ,i, 1 * . I0, 

these being supposed to satisfy the necessary relations (B. 197, 285), and deter- 
mining the arguments v1, .*. , vP and the matrix r by the equations denoted by 

u = 2(av, 6X -= YZ, 

the function 5 (u | ( )) is given by 

~ (u | (?7)) = >;eau2+ 27iv (n +'+ irT (n + I q')'2+ iuq (n + q') 

wherein au2 =Xa; ij uuj, etc., and the summation is in regard to each of 

n ., n from- o to + w. Thus the function is equal to eau2 ? (v | (VI)) 

Associated with the functions 5 (u) there are, beside the periods 2&a, 2cal, certain 
other quantities 2n, 2n' which are the negatives of the periods of the integrals 
of the second kind L,1 a. .... 14' a which arise (B. 194) in the equation 

Rx,9 
k 

=( 2$( +,)+t kL2, c 

wherein (z, s), (c, d) are the values of (x, y) when x is at the places z, c respec- 
tively. 

The general form of Rx k in the hyperelliptic case is 

x 
fk 

z 
fz dz 2ys + F(x, z) 

f, e = V, 
to 

4 s 4 (x -z) 

where F(x, z) is any rational integral polynomial, symmetrical in x, z, of order 
1r + 1 in each, which satisfies the two conditions (B. 315) 

F(z, z) =2f (z) [AF(x, z)]__- dz 

in case the fundamental algebraic equation be 

Y - + X2+ '. + 2p+ l 
+x2p+2$P f(x) 

it can easily be verified that a possible form for the function F(x, z) is that 
given by 

P+1 
f(X Z) = zxi [222i + It. 1 (x + z)]; 

i=O 
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and any other form for F(x, z) differs from f(x, z) by an expression of the form 

(X ZAX IJC Z)p - I 

wherein (x, z), denotes an integral symmnetrical polynomial of order p -1 in 
each of x and z; conversely, the -p (p + 1) coefficients in (x, z)p_ are the arbi- 
trary constants of the integral Rx$' k; by the suitable choice of these the quanti- 
ties a,j in the definition of the functions 3 may be made to take any assigned 
values. 

Another possible form for the function F(x, z), than the one f (x, z) above 
given, is that given by 

4 [P (x) Q9(z) + P 0z 9 (x)], 
where 

P (x) = (x -a,) ** x - (^a.), Q (X) =x (z cl)..** (x; -- ap)(x; c) - 

Still another form for F(x, z), which is of great importance, may be most 
shortly defined thus: in the equation y2 =f (X) put x = x1/x2, and write it in the 
form y2X22 +2 a2p + 2, the notation on the right being the ordinary symbolical 
notation for binary forms; then a possible form for F(x, z) is that given by 
2aP + 'aP + 1/P+lzP1+. The advantage of this form is that the resulting integral 

Rz k is covariantive under cogredient linear substitutions of the variables x, z 
(cf. for example Klein, Math. Annal., XXVII (1886), p. 457). 

In what follows we shall, unless the contrary is stated, suppose the arbi- 
trary coefficients in the polynomial- F(x, z) to be left undetermined. Writing 
then the expansion 

3 (0f) =1+ E ci, j ui j + * * * * 
t=1 j=1 

we may suppose the coefficients c,, j to be at our disposal. 

SECTION VI. 

The expression of the quotients of the a functions with one su;ffix by means of 
algebraic functions. 

In this section we suppose the Riemann surface dissected in one of the ways 
(I), (IL), (III), (IV). We shall however ultimately adopt (I) as the normal 
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method of dissection. We use the following notations, other than those already 
introduced: 

P (x;)= (x-a,) *.... (x- a,), Q (x) = (X - el) - - - (x - c,)(x -c); 
y2= 4P (x) Q(x), f (x); 

F(x)= (x- xl)(x- x2) .... (X - ); 

=i 
el, a, 

+ 
UT2' 

a2 + * * * + uXp a ( , 

wherein = k 
' 1dx 

V. Vi' a, + Vt'a2. + v . . *.a+ $ ap, (i= 1 2, . . ... S,p) 

where Vi k =,Vf' (a,) P (x) dx 
P'(ai Jk - a 2y 

and V/f' (a)=2 Vai -cjV/a- a, -c2 * * = /ai-c, 

P' (ai) = (a- a)(ai -a2) * . (a -aap) 

then 2a07 k' 2apt k 

Vf' (a,) Vf' (aP ) 

and 2,....,+. 
SJ7~Vf'ai)(Su Ia + a- 

Further, putting 

p(X) = P + xP-1 +,.. + hp, 

we have 

P (x) =XP -1 + (a +h)-a+.. + (ap-P + hlarP-2 + .. rl 
r- a 

=xP1 + X (ar) X2 + ....+ XP (ar), say, 
so that 

aiP + XI(ar)a-2+ ....+ XP I(ar)O= or P 

according as i*r, or i=r; 

thus pi (ar) 
up+Xl(a,)up,+ .... +Xpi(ar)ui=2l7 ar 

Vf'/ (ar) 
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we shall, immediately, introduce a constant X,., given, for a proper determination 
of the sign of the denominator, by 

- l )P - rP/ P I(ar) 

(i/Vf (ar) / 4)* 
with this we have 

ujp + Xl(ar) * p_1 + + Xp-1(ar) *U i i- ;2 Vr 

If X, , . denote either linear fuinctions x - b, b - x, or differences such 
as bi- b, between values of x at the finite branch places, we mean by V/Xy ... 
the product Vk . where VA, Vy,.... have the values previously 
assigned to them. We have already introduced Vf'7 (ar) defined according to 
this rule. 

If, in the variable V}, we suppose x1, ., x to be respectively near to the 
branch places a1 ....., ap, and put xi = ai + t,, we easily find that J7$^ at van- 
ishes to the third order when r * i, while Yx' ai ti; hence when x1 . xp 
come to a1, . . . . , ap,, the variable Vi = ti. 

For the integrals Vi see B. 169; they are more convenient for our purpose 
than Weierstrass's integrals (B. 325-6). 

We find the following equations to hold for the dissection (I): 

/v/( ~1)2P2?+ ifl (ar) = i2P-P 2r?Vf (ar), V(-l)2P 2r+yf (Cr) j2r2+24/f (Cr) X 

V/(_1)r -rP (ar) - jP-r/ pI (ar) , ( 1)P-r+ 1 p (Cr) iP -r+l VP (Cr) 2 

_(1)P-r+,Ql (er) - P- rI+ I/ Q(,) , V(-1)p-r+lQ (ar) iP-X rlV/ Q (ar) 

V (-1 )p -r-Jr1 F (ar) -(- i)P-r?lVF(ar), V(- 1 )- - F(Cr) =( -i)P-r+lVF(Cr) X 

where in each case, except the last two, the expression under the square root on 
the left side is merely an abbreviation for a product in which each factor is a 
positive difference, that is, for a difference in which the branch value subtracted 
has a lower position in the ascending order of the branch places than the branch 
value from which it is subtracted; for instance, in these equations, (-l)P-'PI (ar) 

is an abbreviation for (a, -a) .*)... (ar -aarr-1)Ga --ar).. .. (a,- ar). The 

same equations hold for the dissection (III). In the cases of the dissections (II), 
(IV), the i occurring on the right side of these equations is to be replaced by -i. 
The expressions (_--l)-r+?F(ar), (-_ 1)-r+lF(C,), in the last two of the equa- 
tions above, are abbreviations for 

(ar - x1) * * (ar - Xr-)(Xr - a,.) (xp - ar), 

(Cr X)j) *.(C,- Xr -)(Xr Cr) e (X, - Cr) , 
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respectively; they are iiltroduced merely to enable us to write the formula3 more 
conveniently. In the standard case, when the branch values cl, a1l .. are real 
quantities in ascending order of magnitude, the expressions occurring on the 
left sides in these equations, except the last two, are real quantities. 

Consider now the functions 

aUl(Uau)...I.a, ,)(U I Ua, a,)/ ( (0 Ua, a,.) 
el, (ub ) al, (uf) = --- r ( a 

a (u) a (0) '!~(u)I Ca(0) 

where a, (U I Ua, ar = I Ua, a-) 

The quotient Vx1 Cr. .. . - Cr 

Vs/a-cr. .. ./ap-Cr 

is, on the dissected Riemann surface, a single-valued continuous function of each 
of X1, . . .., xz, without zeros or infinities (B. 309); its value when the arguments 
u vanish, that is, when x1=a1, ... .a , x as, is + 1. As the square of this 
function is + 1, the function itself is + 1. Thus, in the case of the dissections (I), 
(III), we have 

Cir (u _) PV F() (. 1)- rA-IV F (cl.) C 
(u&) (_ j)r-l (i)p-r+lAVp (Cr) =VP (Cr) 

,A/( j)p-r+F(Cr) 

AV(_ 1)p-r+lp (cr) 

(cf. Weierstrass, Math. Werke, I, 1894, p. 330, remembering that the branch 
places are here numbered in the reverse order. Cf. B. 569). 

The function 

alr (u$)= 5(2 / (? 

when X1, . . x. , xp approach respectively to a1,. , ap, is equal to tr; hence the 
quotient 

al, (u)/^z-/......^:pa 
aa,(-)ar ..x.-/aa aar 

wherein, in the denominator, there are p - I factors Va -ar,, is (B. 309) equal 
to + 1, namely, for a dissection (I) or (III), 

al, (u) (_ I-PAV F ( _ = (( F)Pa-r + - . (r) 
(-~i)Tr-1 (i)P-rA P' (ar) VP t (ar)- 

V/(- 1)P -r F(a.) 

AV(-. I) P -PI (ar.) 
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From these results we can deduce values for the quotient 

(U I Ua ) 5 (UI Ua, ar) 

3 (u) 5 (u) 

we limit ourselves to the dissection (I). 

We have 4.G, a, + urc2, a2 + + uo, a = o (r=1, 2., I) 
and (B. 285) 

_____________ ~ ~ ~ a(u) 

a (u4 + IagQ) 5 t q ) 

if, therefore, in the expression obtained for clr (u), we put X1 I., x respec- 
tively at c1,...., C c, yr+D .. , c,, in which case ui = U?' cr, we obtain 

a2 (0 ) =(_1)P-r+l?p (Ci -CC,)(C2-Cr) *. (r-1-C,)(C Cr)(Cr+l-Cr) .(Cp-r) 
,2(o I le, Ar / P (Cr) 

= (- 1)p-r+ iqp(_ )r-1 (j)p+-r' V Q (c) 
V%/P (Cr.) 

_ /Q, (Cr) = /( - I)p-r+ Q' (er) 
VP (cr) V(-1)P-r+lp (cr) 

,%If (or)/4 _( 1) p- r +l I)p 

- r+2 
(Cr)/4. 

from this equation we define one of the square roots of V/f (c,)/4 by the equa- 
tion 

(<(r)14)Y (- p - 
r + 

J/ p (Cr) a (())/a (o I ua, ' ) 

and hence obtain 
a (uIt.Cr)_ V F(cor) 

a (tb) (f C)/ 
and we put similarly 

(V/ (-1)2p -2r + 2 (Cr )/ 4)' or (i2r 2 + ^Vf' (C,))' 

equal to ( - r + (N/f (Cr)I4)1; 

that is (- 1)-r +P P(cr) a (0)/S (0 I Ua, C) 

45 
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and so obtain (uI Iula Cr) = V(- 1)P-r?lF(cr) 

:3' (Mb) ('^/( )2.p- 2r +r 2fl C)4 

Cf. Weierstrass, Math. Werke, I, 1894, p. 135. 
Next, if in al4 (u) we put x1 ....., x, respectively equal to a, ...., ar -1, a, 

ar1 1. , a,, and therefore u equal to Ua, ar, we obtain 

_ 1 10 al, (u6) - -[ 3/ (o I ua) ar)]D ),t' 
a4(u)=q c (Dl7r)at'7 

where (D Vr)a t is the value when x = t-2, and t is small, of the integral 

Vf' (ar)x P (X) dX 
PF (ar) x x-ar 2y 

and is therefore equal to 
If' (a,.)/ 4t 
F' (ar) 

hence we have 

a__ _ (_) 12 PI (ar) 1 
r/ ()|*,f 

I (ar) 4 _4 t 

=-t~~~ (-) Pr + 1 it, -s (a, a,) (r1.... ra- a) (ar +l- a,) (a. a.) 

- 1. . . 
(- I)p r + 1 ip ( j)r-1 (,)p_ 1 

We define now one square root of iV/f' (ar)/4 by the equation 

(iV/fl (a)/)= a _- 
1)P /PI (ar)b(5 (? I t4a, ar) 

and hence obtain 
(uu I 4a a,) V F (ar) 

('t) (t^ a ri ( r/4 j 

further, we put 

(V(- 1)2p -22 + lfl (a )/4), or (P2r + Vf' (ar)/4) 

equal to (-i)P-r(iV1f (ar)/4)y, 

thatis, to iP-r+IV p(a) ()I(OI 1ua,ar) 

or iV(- 1) rP (a,) a (O) /| (O I ua ar), 
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and so obtain 9 Iar) . V( i)P7?lF(ar) 
( ) 1 

)(2p 
-- 2r Ifj(r /42)' 

Cf. Weierstrass, Math. Werke, I, 1894, p. 135. 

The results thus obtained may be summarized as follows: 

Let r ( i)P-rVPI (ar) (v' V(- -)rp'(ar) 
r- .~~~~~~~~12 - -r +f r/4 (/ '(a.) / 4 )" - 2-r+l (a)/ ) 

where the signification of the denominator is determined by 
, / (o I e,, a,) ;, 

a (O) 

also let (-1)P +I"v/P(cr) _- V(1)P-l+IP(cQ) 

( // ( (cr)/4)/( 1 )2P 2r + 2-f (~C ) j 4 ) 
so that a (o I Ua, Cr) 

then we have 

(U Ia (-1 FP-r N/ F (ar) (uj Ia C 
r) 

-rA/ 
F(cr) 

a (U) 1)P r 'P(ar)"' a ( -) Cr) 

APPENDIX TO SECTION VI.-TThe Elliptic case. 

(b) _ _ o 

Replacing c1, a,, c respectively by e3, e2, e1 we have 

U U x, C2 = 6oo' C2 - tz X A) + , - U, say, 

(uu6 1 G) = Q( t-U |2 (o)) =-?E(-U | Q) = e0 (2Q )' 

~( |+)U) = E'C -U I4(o)) = Ea ( (U el tb c 3( + W, 1) b(U - (o)= E2( ) 

3 (tb) = 5 (M+ 
U 

Eb-|u() 3( 
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where the notation is that of Weierstrass (cf. Formeln u. Lehrsatze, or Halphen, 
Fonet. Ellipt., I, p. 25 2), and E is e-( + W')(a-' co'); also, if u/ 2=v, 

a8 ( I ]f=O 2G)V/(e2 -es) (e2 -el) [ v U -)]=o 

2ca V(e2 -e3)(e, el) 

where 3 is the quantity so denoted by Halphen, p. 259. 
Therefore our results give 

_ /_2 _ _/ 
(e 

_ 
e 

_)(e _ 
e2) - 

_ _ 
i3 (( (e2- e3)(e2- el)) (V(e27-es)(el- e2)) 

- Ve Ve2-e3 

~3 81- (^/(e3- e2)(e3-e)Y (V(e2- e3)(el- e3)) 

ao _/`,-e 
_3 V 2 

and 

ft (Ve2-X (e2-es)(el 4/))e 2 

a, (_V) Ve3 -_ = eL - (eV(e2- e3)(el -ea)) 
Vel -ex 

N) 2 Ve-e2 = (V(e-ee)(e-e3)). 

Comparing the forms for 3, 1 32/3' o/133 with those given by Halphen, 
Fonct. Elliptiq., I, p. 258, we immediately see that the determinations adopted 
by us for the square roots are given by 

(V(e2-e3)(el-e2))' - e2-e3V/e1-e2, 

(V(e2 -e3)(el -es) 4-e2-e34el -e3, 

(^(el - e,)(el -e3)) =/el-e24/el-es, 

and that, with these determinations, the values found from our formula for the 
quotients 33(V)/51a(v), aO(v)/al(v), 5 (v)/a, (v) agree with those given by Hal- 
phen, p. 260. 
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It is to be remarked that the formulss of Halphen contain one, namely, 

;e-e = V- 2 , of which we have not put down the generalization. This 

is given by Thomae, Crelle, LXXI (1870), p. 216. 

SECTION VII. 

The excpre&sion of c functions of two or more 8uffixe8 algebraically. 

If in general the quotient $ (U I Ua' b, + ., + ua, bk)/. (u), where bl, ..., bk 
are any finite branch places, and the characteristic is not reduced, be denoted by 

qblb,s .... bA, (u), and for k > 1, the quotient, of two determinants of the pth order, 

X., Y. yrYr 
XI 11 

Ip (xr) P (Xr) r * I 

wherein X k k-1 or(k- 3), i=p 1 - - k or p - (k+1), according 
as k is even or odd, and qp (x) = (x-bl) .... (x- bk) be denoted by tb1 ... bs 

then (B. 312) we have 

qblb2(U) C b,9b=C bqb2 

namely, 

L~~(UIU'1)~(UjU) jxr ,xp-2 
I** Xr, i 1: 

(ub |a zbb b + t6a, b2) 5 (uh) C 4p (Xr) Xr7 1 r | 

(b|ta, 
bl) a3 (U6 I 

q4a. 
b) |XP- I Xp2 Z^$ 

r 1 (xr -bl)(Xr - b2) Fl (Xr) 

where C is a constant. We proceed to determine the value of C6. 

Let ub, bs = 7 (g) u"' b, = - (k),the notation being as previously explained. 

Then if v = u + ua, b + Ila ml , where Q?2, . denotes a period, we have (B. 286) 

c (V Iu", b2) ei (mq'-m'q) W (u + U"* b, j Ua, b2) 

= c$ (mq'-mtq)e-t t ,k'q (U j W,a b1 + i) b) 
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where the characteristic denoted by Ua b, + UaI b is unreduced, namely, is 

n (q' 4+ ,) k therefore 

(UI Ua. b, ? Ua, b2) a (U) -f (-) (V I Ua, 6?2) / (U Ua, ) 

(U- It |te61'b) "5 (Ub I Ua b2) - e 

and if v = Zi a + + uZ 0 

u = U'l, a, + ... + eUP, a1p, 

F(x) = (x xl) ***(x-xp), 
G (x) = (x - z1) * * ( -z) 

the right side is equal (Section VI) to 

wi (mq'-m'q) e rik'q V G (b2) 

V F (b2) 

Now from U1ZI Xi+ . +. . +U P Xp 
+ Ubi, a _ , 

it follows that zl, *. , z*,Z b, are the zeros, and xI, x...., p, a are the poles of 
a rational function, therefore given by 

Y + (X blp I,(' iX(i F(x)?i (- 1) xi-. 61b (x- xi) F' (xi) 

(cf. B. 318), and hence it follows that 

F ( 
b b2) (xi- bl)(xi - b2) F' (xi) 

and therefore that 

a2(UIuaebu + le, b2)52(u) (B) - 
Y 

- b( F'i 21 
a2 (u I Ua, ba) 2 (U j Ua ) B2 , = 1 (i- bl)(-b2) bF () 

where for B1 = B.= B we have (B) ei -w k 2 ~~~~B2 
This equation is true in the case of either of the dissections (I), (II), (III), 

(IV); supposing the dissection to be of the kind (I), and that, in the ascending 

order of the branch places, b2 is higher than b6, we have (B) (b, - b2) 

b2- bl. Hence, retaining the notation aa, bl + U, b2 for the sum, without 

reduction, of the characteristics denoted by a, b1 and Ua, b2, we may write 

U (I jue b, + Wa, b2) a (U) = 2 b yi 
(u Ua, bi) c, (U j Ua, b2) 

= 
Eb1 (xi - b1)(xi - b2) FI (xi) 
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where Eb,,b, is -+-1, but is perfectly definite. We do not here determine its 
value. 

Now let b6, b6, b3 be any three finite branch places, which, for definiteness, 
we suppose to be in ascending order. Then we can determnine in a similar way 
the constant factor in the algebraic expression of the square of the function 

$(ulUa bi + U,a b2 + Ua, ba) 92 (U) 

('I 
a 
,ct b,) j3 (b I Uba, b2) j3 (U, I U,ta, 5s) 

For denoting + (uU 1 +a, b+ + ua, b3) momentarily by a123 (u), etc., and putting 
V -U01 a1 + + U,p, ap 

u=V + ua,bbI 

where the sign _ indicates that the expressions on the two sides mav differ by 
a period, the function 

1i23 (U) $ (U) 23 (V) 32 (V) 
a'12 (Uf) 13 (U) 1 2(V) 3(V) 

2 (b2 Q)(b C' 
=B3)( b3[(zi- b2)-bs) GI(zi)] 

where si is the value of y when x is at zi, and zl, .... , z.P are zeros of the 
rational function 

~' + (x - 601 
____ F(x) = (x- xi) F' (xi) 

expressing that zl * *, z, are zeros of this function we derive that 

1'8r 

r' (zr -b2)(Zr - b3) G' (Zr) 

- ((Zr - bl) F(Zr) I Yi 
-,1 (Zr- b2)(Zr - b3) G' (zr) xj (xi-bl )(zr- xi) F' (xi) 

1 v ~~~(zr, bl) F (z,) Yz 
b2 -b3 (xi - bl)(Zr-bi)(Z) GI (zr) Zrb2 Zr b3/ 

__ 1 yi ' (Zr bl) (xi - b2) F (Zr) 
b2 - b3 , (xi - bl)(x - b2) F'-(i) rl (Zr -xi)(Z,. - b2) G' (Zr) 

+ 1 ____ 
Yi 

_ (Zr bl)(xi - b3) F(Zr) 
b2 -b38 (xi - bl)(xi - b3) F' (xi) (Zr,- xi)(Zr-b3) G' (Zr) 

b -b3 wE1 (Xi-bl)(x,-b2) F' (f[xi- b2+ (b2 - bl) 2&3 j=. (Xi -bl)(xi - b2) F' (xi) [(62)J 

+ 1 X F"ib -63+ ( b3 ) b; 62- 63 ,= (xi - b1) (xi - 63) Fl (i) - 
G_b3_ 

62-6b1 F (b2) 7b b3- b, F (b3) &b 
68 - 62 GC(b2) bb,2 - 63 C(b3) ~1 
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now we have seen that 

4=(62) 
-ib13 4 F (bl'-6) n),b, ( 

therefore 

s > ~~~~8r =_ 2 1_ 
r (Zr 2)(Zr 63) G' (Zr) 63 62 7%b2 - 7%b)b1 

=_+ 2 P 

(b3- Q A7blb!fl %Si=q (xi bl) Ff (xi) xi bz Xi b3J 

2 p 
Yi 

7tb,b2 
' 

blbs i (xi b1)(i- 62)(x- b3) F' (xi) 
-27tbib2bs 

7Ab,b2 Ab,b3 

Hence we have, for either one of the dissections (I), (II), (III), (IV), 
$2 (U | Ua, b + u a, b, + bUa, bs) a4 (U) - $23 (u4) $ (U) 

9'% ('U | qa, bL) a2 (U^ I Ua,6 b2) a,2 (U6 I le.a ba) a2 (U) 9b2 (Ub) a2^ (?U) 

_2123u(u) al (u)) $a(I (ub))$ (ul) a )) (U) &(u(u() 
-$123 (u4) 2 (U) 

12 (U) $2 (U) a2 (U) $3i2 (u) 

B2 B 'B 7 ~~~~~~~~~~b,b.2b39 B2\(b2 )(B )(b - 6b)('B)(b -63) 4 7t2 bb2 i* 
4 7 4bbs 

which, in the case of the dissection (1), is equal to 

4 (63- 2)(b2 - bl)(b3 - b) flb1b2b 

we can therefore write, on the whole, 

c123 (U) $W2 (U) 

1 (u) 32 (u) $3 (u) 

=123- <(63 -b2)(b2 -61)(b3-bi) TE 61)(xi-F 
,= (x, - i(x b2)(x%- 63) F' (Xi),t 

wherein the I sign denoted by 6123 is perfectly definite, it being remembered 
that in 5123,(u) the characteristic is the sum, without reduction, of the character- 
istics in a, (u), $2 (U) $ a3 (U). 

We now proceed to show that 

E123 - 623 631 E12, 

where E12 = e2l, 631 - 6I13 632 = -23 are the signs before introduced. 
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For denoting nb,b2 as At1 (u), and remembering that it is a periodic function, 
we have found that 

7t23 (V) = 7t23 (U + Ua, b1) - 4 (t123 (u) 

while also, in case of the dissection (I), 

_n23 (2623 123 (V) a (V) _ 223 C123 (u) 31(u) 

23 (v) V/b3- b2 a2 (v) 38 (v) Vb3-b2 a12 (U) a13 (U) 

2-23 T1 23it123 (tu) V(b3- b2)(b2- bl)(b3-b,) 
Vb3-b2 .12 t12 (U) b2- bl64e13 n13 (u) * /b3- b 
4623 6123 It123 (u) 

612 ci3 it12 (U) it13 (U) 

and comparing this with the former result we have the equation in question. 
The obvious equations 

7t13 - t23 =(b, - b2) it123, 

(b2 - b3) 7r23 + (b3 - bl) it31 + (b1 - b2) t12 - 0, 

give 

-(b2 - b3)(b3 - b)(-b2) b,it3 = (b2 - b3) 7t23 + (b3-b1) it1 + (b1-b2) n2 

and therefore, for the dissections (I), (II), (III), (IV), 

(B2(B3(B1\ ,2 (U) al (U) 

Bs2 B1AB) 12u)2( 

=B2 2 (U) 4( +U) + a2l (U) c2 (U) + (B1>i2 (u) 2 (u); 

in particular, for the dissection (I) we have 

a2 (U) a2 3 (U) = al (u) a23 (U) ,2 (U) all (U) + 2 (U) a2 (U)t 

an equation which, for our purpose, is of importance. 
The corresponding expressions for functions of four suffixes may be set 

down here. We have 

_p 
p 

yr Ys (Xr - X)2 
it1234 =41 X ) (x) (p) F' (Xr) F' (xx)' 

and hence we find 
7t12 734 - 7tl3 724 = (b2 - b3)(b, - b4) 7i1234, 

and 

(b2 - b3)(b -4) iN23 n14 + (b - b1)(b2 -b4) i3 I4 + (b, - b2) (b3- b4) t12 it34 = 0; 

46 
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thence we deduce 

(b2 - 63)(63 -b1)(61 - 6b)(61 - b4)(b2 - b4)(b3 - 64) l1234 

(b2 - b3) (bl b4) 723 74+ (b3 - b)(b - b4) 231 7224+ (b6 - b2)(b3- b4) 724 

SECTION VIII. 

The first terms in the expansion of a function of one, two or three suffixes. 

Putting 

(Ub I e ar) = a (0) [ArUl + * +Prpu) + (U11 .U..p. 
, UUp)3 + . . 

where (u1 ...., up), denotes an integral polynomial in u1.7 u u, of order k, 
we have from the results of Section VI, taking xl, ...., x, near to a,, ... ap 

respectively, and x,, = ak + t2 Xthe equation 

A,.u1 + .... + P,u,, _((- i)r- ipti_=iXr tr 

=_ [u,, + up-,Xi (ar) + * + uiXp1 (ar)]; 
;X2. 

hence the first termns in the expansion of 

a (uh | 71> ar) 

that is, the linear terms, are 

u,, + u, - XI (ar) + . . + uj%X, - 1 (ar); 

this may be symbolically denoted by 

P(g) 

f - a. 

where, after the division of P (0) by $-ar, we are to replace i*- by ui and 
i(O) by ul. 

Consider next 

(U I Ua,bl + Ua, bD) 

5 (u) 

6b1b2 V/b2,- (U Ua( b1) 3(U I Ua b2) _ 61 ' (u) ~ (u) i- X i x , f(i 
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and stippose that b6, b2 are taken from among the p branch places a1, ...., a,, 
and are in ascending order, it will be sufficient to consider the case when they 
are respectively a1 and a2; then denoting 5a,a,, by I12 and supposing xk = ak + t7, 
for k =1., p, the quantities t1,., t, being small, we have to the first 

approximation 

(u | as aul+ u,a a) ';f f t (a,) 1 _If' (a2) 1 

5 (ut) = 4-e124/a2-a1.t X ~ 221P P'(a,) * t, P' (a2) t2 /al- (12 

l~ - i2 (2 2 2 t) 
= 27e,'Va2 a,.1.k2 i 2- t,2 a, - 

V2 _ /%2 - 1 a 
=iE12V/a2- a, ( 2 2Vl) a1-a 

El24/ a Cx2 a1 -tp- alt2 

? ... . +~ Z P _l (al)X%P - .l(a )], p 
(a1) - a2 

so that if 

Abt, -,i(a,, a2) X_ p - i (a,) -- XP i (a2) 
a, - a2 

the expansion of the function 

e12a1 ;L2 $(UI U ' 
+ ua, a2) 

Va2-ai a (?) 

begins with 
Ztp - 1 + U_2 2( a)+* +gA - 1 (a,, a2); 

this expression may symbolically, as just explained, be denoted by 

p P0 , P(f) 11 
['-ial 0 '1 2 a?-a2 

that is, by P a,) ( -a2), 

where, after division, we are to replace gi-I by ui and 6(O) by ul. It is to be borne 
in mind that in this statement the characteristic denoted by Ua, a, + Ua, a2 is 
unreduced. 

Putting now 

423 = E23Va3 - a2, =31 =3iV a3- a, 1 2 e=21/a2- a1, 
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where a1, a2 a3 are in ascending order and chosen from among the p branch 
places a1, . .. ., ap , and c23 = 6a2a,2 etc., as before, consider the equation 

3 (u j Ua, a, + Ua, a2 + Ua, a3) 

5 (u) 

= - r rr (?u | Uap a]) 9t (uJ |~ tba') 3 (u|(it I uY iP' (xi) 
- 23 31 ~12 (U) * (u) a (t) (xi - a,))(xi - a2)(xi - a3) 

which has already beeni established (Section VII). Writing for the momient 

(U1Ua, a) - = (uIU, a2) etc . (U IUa, al + Ua, a2) 

we have 

p 

qlq2 q3 Si 
"- (xi - a)(-a2(xi- a3) P' (Xi) 

q_ ql2 q3 rYi _tYi 

a2-a3 
=-( 

axi P (x) (xi a) (xZ a3) PI 
(xf 

-2 q1q2q3 rq12 1 q13 1 
, 

a2 -a3 q1q22 <12 q q3 l3- 

2 [q3q12 q2q13 
a2-a3 <12 <13 

and, for small values of the argumnents the first terms of this expression, as 
follows by what has just previously been established, are those symbolically 
denoted by 

2 1 FP($) P() _P() P(~ 
a2- a3 1 a2;3 L -a3 -a,)(' -a2) ' - a2 (-al)( - a3)J 

where i' is a symbol equivalent, in its interpretation, with 0; hence, if we put 

lp ~(x) 
a3)X 

(x - a,; )(x - a2)(x a3) 

the first terms in a (U I Ua, a, + Ua, a2 + U4, a)/ (u) are those symbolically 
denoted by 

<23 <31 <12 <p (P) ai (a')[(s'-a3)( -ais)- 
- - 

)-a)(0'- a3)] /(a2 - a3) 
1 2 3 
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now, so far as the interpretation is concerned, 

-. ag)(- aj)( - a2) - a2)( '- aj)(' - aq) 
= -E a%)(l' -a)( 

' a2) - - a2)( - aj)( -a3) 

= [- a1){a (' - )(- a2) - -a2)( -a%) t 

( a,) Q E a)0/ a) ( a,)(E' a,) }] 

= T - --a,) )(a2- a3) - - aj) ( )(a a3)] 

=1 ?-{ ~) (a2 -a3) 

Thus, finally, we may state the result by saying that the function 

+ X1a2X3 3 (u I Ja, a, + Ua, a, + Ua, a3) 

;23 43112 G (?) 

has for the lowest terms in its expansion those of the second degree in ul, ... ,, 
which are symbolically denoted by 

+ U () 0 (WI)( 01 

Thus, for example, when p =3, q (0) = 1, and the function begins with the 
terms denoted by + a - ) namely, 

+ -y-(u3ub1- 2ite + ubu3) = u1u3- u2; 

while, for p = 4, p (g) = a4 , and the function begins with 

+ W [0- (? + t') a4 + a2] [02 - 24' + / 
-20I' + 03e + 3 

- af (03 + (f - t1 2 - 12 

_ a2 
uu4- 1 -2) 

_-u_+u2 tt2M4 + a4(U2u3- u1u4) + a2(u1u3-u) 

Cf. Schottky, "Abriss einer Theorie der Abelschen Functionen von drei Varia- 
beln" (Leipzig, 1880), p. 149, and Burkhardt, Math. Arnnal., XXXII (1888), 
p. 442. The form q (x) = P (x)/(x - a,) .... (x;- ak) is in fact that denoted, by 
Klein, by cp- + 4', associated with S (u I uca, c+ . + e aCk) 

The results obtained in this section may be summarized as follows: Let 

(r (uYa = 76r (u Iua a,) 

(t8X)- (uI Ua ar + U a.) 

%.? CS .C (t(j Iua1 a r + Ua, ag + qa at) 
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where the characteristics are unreduced; then the first terins in the expansions 
of these functions are, respectively, those denoted by 

P(0)I(E -ar), P()( ar)( a.), +t+0( 1 

where 
(p ()P (i/(a )-a,,)(0-at), "i_l=uj ffX M()= j. 

SECTION I X. 

Eacpression of tlhe function $ (u I Ua, b1 ? *+ * + T,a, bk) in terms of functions 

I(u), $(6 a(br), $(?GlUabr+ Ua, b3) 

We have, for the dissection (1), and when the characteristic denoted by 
U a, b1 + u') b2 is unreduced, and the places b1, b2, b3, . . .. are in ascending order, 

$ (U I Ua, b, + Ua, b2) $ (u) -_ = 1 Yi 

(U I Tha, bl) $ (U I Ua, b2) - 
-12-052 

b 7t212 - 
2 =(xi-bl)(Xi - b2) F' (xi) 

we write 
q (u) b (u|I Ua, b, + Ua, b2) 

<12 

the characteristic being unreduiced. Further we write, for the present, 

$(u) = (u Ua bl)) $l2= $ (U lUa, b + Uba b2) I etc. 

Then we have found 

1$123 (U) $2' ) 2 I 

$~l (U) 2(U) 3(U) = 23<13 12 --7123 , 

and n13-t23 (b1-b2)n123, 

so that 

1 $13 (u) $ (u) 1 $23 (u) (u) - bl- b2 $123 (U) $2 (U) 

<3 $1 (U) $v3 (Un) <23 $2 (U) $3 (U) <23 <31 <12 $i (U) C2 (in) $t3 (u) 

or 

$ ('tb) $123 (in) 
= 

-<23b - b2 [$2 (Un) (P13 (in) - $l (u) 023 (in)] 1 

<23<31<12 $1(U) $2 (u) |(bl-b2) 
P13 (U) P23 (U) 
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and it is manifest that the function 

'1 (U) 023 (U) - I2 (U) 18 (U) 
b,- b2 

being equal to s (u) I123 (U)/<23 <31 412, is unaltered by the interchange of any two 

of the suffixes 1, 2, 3. Further (B. 285), if aa, bs = (1)) Ua, bi + Ua, b2 = (q)7 

'p12 (U + Ua b3) = eA 2 123 (u) 
pq <12 

= eXv ( P) - 2lTipI <13 <23' l (U) '23 (U) -2 (U) 013 (U) 

we make frequent use of this fact in what immiediately follows; for the sake of 
brevity the right hand will be denoted, more shortly, by 

eAP (u) - 2idpI <13 <23 023 - '2 '13 
.(b, - b2) 

Also we put 

V12 . . . -62 13 ~23 614 44 434 * e 4 X k .2 . . . *k k-1, k t 

where any symbol <,,8 = er8 . Vbr -b, the difference being taken so that b8, br 
are in ascending order. 

Consider now 2n indices 1, 2, 3,. , 2n; divide thein into two sets 
rl,...., rqa and s1, S2,...., s ; let 

Dn = (br, br.) . . . -.(bri b/rn)(br2 -brs) * (br,2 brj> o * (brz_1 - brn) 1 

En =(bsl -b,92) * . (bgi b8n)(82 b83) * b 812 (e,b8n) * - (bs -l bs.); 

then we proceed to show that 

) (U) c12 (2n) (U) rs r 2 * ( 'Pr,ls n V12 .... (2n) 

(pr,ss (pr,8, * *Or.on Dn En 

(Pr;s, lprn82 
* P* rOna 

and further, taking (2n + 1) indices 1, 2, 3 ...., (2n + 1), and dividing them 
into two sets rl, . . . ., r, and s1, s2., sn,, and putting 
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as before, and 

En+, = (bsl -b8) b b *) -b.Sn +( )(bsb2 b53) . . . . 

X (b 
bs.)(bs b )(b bSn +1) 

= En (bl- bSn-+1)(b82 bSn +1) (bSn b n+l) 

then we proceed to prove that 

(U4) a123 ....... (2n + l) (uS) .... ..Ssl Ls~s ****n + l V712 ... t2n + 1); 

Pr1s, (Prlg2 * rISn + 1 1 

cPrn.Si PrnS2 * prn8n + 1 

the latter result has been shown to hold for n 1; we deduce that if the latter 
result holds for any value of n, then the former result holds for the value n + 1 , 
and that if the former result holds, the latter result holds; by combining these 
we have the truth of the theorems in generial. 

If in the latter result we increase u by ua, brn 1, we obtain, dividing out by 
a certain exponiential factor, 

r(n + 1 (U%) C123 .... (2n - 2) (u) 
V12 .... (2n + 1) 

| . v + 81 1,(Pr, + i Si * I 

~rIrn+1 SI rn+1 b 
- 

br7+1 

Y r,+1 1 
(Pr, 
M+lsb+r -,.+1 

brlr"+l -bn+.Sn+l a}, * br,-br,+ 1 

i;nr + ; 1 brn +br +, 
I 

I Sw+ r 

b r. 
- 

br. +1~~r -,.+ S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4rn r,+ 10" n +ISn + 
I 1@b b 

- <rnr~~~~?i ~~'r, - . + <r. + isn+ ? rIrn cPrn+1 S +1 
- 

Prsc+ 

Xrlr +l I * 7' * rnn+l 1 rn+1Vl S. 1 rn+18n+l rn+ Prls, . ** rj Sn+ I 

(br, br) * * (br. brn+i) +J Prr2sl * . . (Pr2sn+ 
*0000 0 *00 **@O 

ON . _ Q_ * , , M s n+_sn+ I 
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and hence 
an (Uf) 5123 ....* (2n + 2) (U) '7 2..... rs )]S 1 (2n + 2) 

lp?22I 
* 

**Pr2 sn+1 Dn + 1 En + I 
.... CPr,s@@+i.. 

Or + 1 Si (Prn+ 1 n+l 

Further, assuming 

(n -l 
('U) a12 (2)(U)Dn En prs, X. (Prls 

V I12 ...(2n) * 0 0 0 0 * 0 

(Prnsi 1 . . . . * SPr,n Sn 

we obtain, increasing u by uca, b,sn+, and dividing out by a certain exponential 
factor, 

9^Sn+ll 
-) 

(Ui) 9i'2 ...(2ntl ) (q>) -n En 
V12 .... (2n) 

_ _ _ _ 
__(P , _s_ 

_ _ _ _ 
1' "' s(Pr, sn+ 

- 

s 
+1( rS 

1 , (r, rs+i- $s i , P - b 
S? + 1 1n S + | 

brl8, Sn- + 1 SSn+,- 

....................... 

1 's,(Pr,,s,,?i4~8, + 1(P rn SI 
1S' as+1 P I 

rs 
!: 

1 Sn+ 
(Prn Sn+In +I c 7 

R 
n S 

n + I 
1 

Sn 8, S+ I 
n8 +1 rnSn, 14 

rnan+l Sln+l b ' bl bs, + - t * ns+ Ss+l 
b b,nbSn + 

1 n 1r, s + . Vr,, s, + 1 1 Sn + 1 * 8 Sn+ 1 

. (bs- b Sn + 1)**'*(bSn 
b 
bSn + 1) n 

Si I * ' * - I 1 

as,4P, S - a's, P, 3 io7,, ( Pr., $ns,1a,+i (pr,s, ) 0 

as, (Prn Sn +1 lsn +1 (r,s, * I 
. , 7 s,,,(Pr. Sn + I sn + 1 (Pr, Sn 8 ? 

~~rjLs.+S ?)rn8nl SJ.+1 S Sn SfnS + * n * *I S RS+ tn 14)nq 

?+1 
. 

v'r,,S,,?,(s,S,,?, .ss,+ 

. <Sn S***ls ______ 

(b 8 b Sn +)'''* 
(b Sn b8n + 1) 3b() rlsl i * * Orjl.s 7 O?)rl Sn+ 1 

O)r"ts 2 * * Orn8al ) Orn Sn + 
so that 

" (U) al12 ... 2n + 1 u *sn+l V12 .. . (2n4 1 

(Pr,,s. , (Pris, ,, -lSn+1 Dn. En,+ 

47 
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SUMMARY OF SECTION IX. 

These results may be summarized as follows: Let XI, X2, .... be any quan- 
tities whatever.; let 

12...k (U) (U I U6a, b + + ?a, bk) 

where b1 ...., b,k are any finite branch places, and the characteristic is unre- 
duced; let vrs = Ers/br - b8, where the difference is to be taken so that b,, br are 
in ascending order; let V.... k be the product of all the w k (k - 1) quantities <rs 

in which r, s are a pair of different suffixes chosen from 1,. , k; then putting 

or(u) 
u 

d(q4)~~~ 1 S(0) I 

612 .... (2n) (u) :(-1)X V ; 2n $12 .... (2n) (U) 
, (n = 1 2.) 

U12 .... (2n + 1) () = 
1 
V2.... 2n + l (12 

.... (2n +O) (U) (n-=0 1, 2,) 

we have 
,tn -1)) (U) (12.... (2n) (U) - arr sL (U) . * rs,, (U) 1 

g 
g 

g* * 6 6 66 6 66 6 Dn En 

Orr'S. (U) . 
. . . rn IS (U) 

and 
G(n) (u) 012 .... (2n + 1) (U) = (s (). * r, sa + ) 1 

a a t 0 0 0 a0 . Dn En+1 

otr S (ub) . **, ~rn n (u) 

aS, (u) 7 * rrq8n+l (u) 

where, -in the former, if r, .. .., rn and s9, ...., sI be any decomposition of the 
indices 1, 2, ...., (2n) into two sets of n each, then 

Dn = (br, - br2) * . . . (b).1 - b.n) (br2 -br3) * - . . (br2 - br) . . . . (brn-_ br) , 

En-= (b - bs2) . . . . (bsl bsn)(b,2- b83) * (bs2 - 
bsn) . . . . (b.1n - br) , 

and in the latter, if r1,...., r,, and sl, ...., 8n ?1 be any decomposition of 

1, 2,....,(2n + 1) inrto two sets of respectively n and n + 1 terms, then Dn is 

as before and 
En ? 1-=En (bs8 - bn +?(82 - b * (b- bSn - b ) 

In these results, as already stated, b, I . . .. , b2n ?1 are any finite branch 
places, and, correspondingly, ?,.., X'Nz+1 are arbitrary quantities. 
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But in the application which we make of the formulke, b1. , 2n+ 1 wVill 

be chosen only from the p branch places a1,...., a,, and, correspondingly, 
.1 I %2n+1 will have the values before assigned to them (Section VI). It 

follows then from the form of these equations that, in the expansion of the C 

fuinctions in powers of ul1,-. ., u,, the function a12 .... (2n) (u) will begin with 
terms of degree n, and the function a12 .... (2n + 1) (u) will begin with terms of 
degree (n + 1). In other words, a12....k(u) vanishes to -order 1 k or (le + 1) 
when the arguments it1,....., up vanish, and has parity (- i)1, or ( i)1(k? ) 

according as k is even or odd. We shall obtain presently the actual forms of the 
leading terms in the expansions of the functions, from which it will appear that 
the functions agree with those considered by Klein. In fact, for k = 2n the 
function P (x)/(x - a1) .... (x - ak) is to be identified with that denoted by 
Klein by qp + 1- 2, the additional factor being x - a which is here to be 
replaced by 1 ; the a k is to be identified with the symbol yi used by Klein; in 
other words, the function a12 .... (2n) (u) is that whose algebraical characteristic is 
given by the decomposition 

(x -a) P (x)/(x- a,) .... (x-ak); Q(x).(x-a1)*-.-(x-ak). 

Similarly for k = 2n + 1, we have y = (k + 1), and a2l .... (2n ? 1) (U) corresponds 
to the decomposition 

P (x)l(x a,) . x . .(- ak); (x- a) Q(x)(x-a1). . . *(x-ak). 

(Compare B. 436). 
We now obtain the leading terms in the expansions of each of the functions 

a12 .... (2n), a12 .... (2n + 1)(u). The deduction is an immediate consequence of the 
fact (Scott, "Determinants," Cambridge, 1880, p. 121) that the determinant 

1 1 1 
x1- a,' x1-a2 . - a 

S .~~~ 

Xn- a1 Xn- a2 Xn an 

is equal to 

(~ i)l(~~') 11171 (xi - xj) J77 (ai - a)/ (xi - a,) . . (xi 
- an). 

i<j i<j 2=1 
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From this we find (cf. Section VIII, Summary) that if t . .... X ,, be equivalent 
symbols, to be afterwards interpreted by the rule 

tz-&1 - Ub r V (?=U (, I n. n; r =2,. ._ ,P) 

and qp(x)=P(x)/(x-a1)....(x-a2J), then the finction c12 .... (2n) (u) begins 
with the terms denoted by 

1 
(P1 E)A(; 2 En)i 

where LA (. n, ,) is the product of the squares of the differences of the quan- 
tities 0j 9 . . ,i. While similarly the furnction a,, .... (2n+ 1) (u) begins with the 
terms denoted by 

(,n +1 )+ 01)* * +(~n+ I) 'A (gI1))*? 2 (n + 1) 

where q (x) =P(x)/(x- al).... (x-a2n+l). Cf. Burkhardt, Math. Aninal., 
XXXII (1888), p. 442. 

SECTION X. 

Expression of the square of a theta function of three or more suffixes in terms 
of the squares of the functions of one and two suffixes. 

The results of the present section are conveniently representable in terms of 
the algebraical expressions known as Pfaffians, in regard to which, therefore, 
some preliminary remarks should be made (cf. e. g. Scott, " Determinants," Cam- 
bridge, 1880, p. 74). 

Let (12) denote any algebraical quantity, and (21)=-(12), and let 
(1 2. ... k) denote the integral rational expression, of order k in the quantities 
(rs), which is defined by the equation 

(12. k) = (1 2)(34... . k) - (13)(245). * *k) + (14)(235 ****k) 
_.... + (lk)(234... . k-1) 

-(1 2)(34) *@.(k -lk) i4... 

where the other terms of the latter form are obtainable from the one written 
down by interchange of the indices 2, 3, 4., with proper changes of sign. 
We suppose k to be even, = 2n; when k is odd the function vanishes ideiuti- 
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cally. The square of the function is equal to the determinant whose (i, j)th 

element is (ii) when i <j, and - (ji) when i >j. 
In regard to this expression we utilize the two results: 
(I). If in the expanded result every element such as (12) be replaced by 

(xyl2), that is, by 
(xy)(12) - (x)(y2) + (x2)(yl), 

x and y being indices other than 1, 2...., 2n, the result will be 

(xy) n-I(xy 1234.... 2n- 1 .2n), 
namely, we have 

(xyl2)(xy34) . .. (xy2n -1. 2n)= . ... = (xy)n-1 (xyl234 ... 2n-1 . 2n). (I) 

For instance, n being 2, it is easily verified by direct calculation that 

(xy12)(xy34) - (xyl3)(xy24) + (xy14)(xy23) = (xy)(xy1234). 

(IT). If in the expanded expression of the Pfaffian (yl23 .... 2n + 1), 
namely, 

(yl)(23)(45) .... (2n. 2n + 1) 4+ 

we replace every element whose symbol does not contain the index y, such as 
(23), by a Pfaffian of four indices (xy23), and replace every element involving y, 
such as (yl), by the corresponding eleinent in which x replaces y, namely (xl), 
the result will be 

(xy)'(xl 23 .... 2n + 1), 
namely, we have 

(xl)(xy 23)(xy45) ...... .. (xy 2n . 2nz + I') i . . ...... (xy)n(x 123 ...... 2n + 1). . (I 

For instance, when n 1, we have, as is easily verified, 

(xl)(xy23) - (x2)(xyl3) + (x3)(xyl2) = (xy)(xl 23). 

To prove (I), notice that the expansion 

[(xy)(1 2) -- (xl) (y2) + (x2)(yl)] .... [(xy)(xg) - (xac)(yg&) + (xf3)(ya)] . 
[(xy)(2n- 1 . 2n) - (x2n - 1)(y2n) + (x2n)(y2n 1)] z* 

is (xy)'(1 23 ... . 2n) 

+ (xy) n - 1(12)(34) .... (2n- 1 2n)(x$3)(ya) 4 . 
+ (xy)n - 2 (1 2)(34). ... (2n - 1 2n)(x$3)(ya)(x/3')(ya/) 4? 

+ (xgj)(x32) .... (xz,) (yal)... . (yan) i4 . 
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wherein, in the second line, the product (12)(34) .... (2n- 1 2n) does not con- 
tain the factor (a/3), and in the third line the product (12)(34) .... (2n - 1 2n) 
does not contain the terms (ax@), (aij3/), and so on. 

Now the aggregate of the terms in the last line, which are those in which no 
factor (xy) enters, is zero; for to every term (xl31) .... (x )(Yai) . * .. (yan) we 
may make correspond another term, also occurring in this line, which differs 
from this one only in the interchange of two of the indices 31, . . . . , i3; OD 
account of this single interchange this corresponding term will have a different 
sign from that of the term written down, and the two terms will cancel one 
another. 

A similar argument applies to every line of the expansion except the first 
and second; for instance, in the third line corresponiding to the term 

(xy)n -2 (1 2)(34) .... (2n - 1 2n)(x3)(ya)(xg@)(ya') 
there is a term 

(xy)n-2 (I 2)(34).... (2n - 1 2n)(x43)(ya)(xf)(ya'), 

which, on account of the interchange of i3 and i3', has a different sign fromn that 
of the term written down. 

The first and second lines together clearly give 

(xy) n- I [(xy) (1 23 ..........- 2n) - (xl)(y23 . . .. 2n) + (x 2)(yM 13.............. 2n) -. . . . 
=(xy) n- 1 (xyl1 2 .... 2n) , 

which proves the theorem. 
The result (II) can be deduced from (I). In virtue of that theorem, the 

expression on the left side of equation (II) is in fact 

(x 1) (y) n-I (xy23. .... 2n + 1) - (x2)(xy)n-, (xyl3 .. .. 2n + 1) + .. 

+ (x2n + 1)(xy)-1 (xyl2 .... 2n) 
(xy)n-1 [(xl)(xy23 .... 2n + 1)- (x2)(xyl3.... 2n + 1) + . . 0 0 

+ (x2n + i)(xy12. ... 2n)] 
(xy)n-I [(xxyl2.... 2n + 1) + (xy)(xl23.... 2n + 1)] 
(xy)f(xl123 .... 2n + 1), since (xxyl2.... 2n + 1) = o; 

and this proves the result in question. 
In the applications niow to be mnade of these theoreiis (I) and (II), we 

put Srs(u) to denote 5 (UI I Ua, br + Ua, b), where br, b8 are any two finite branch 
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places, and, more generally, 312._ k (u) to denote S (u I Ua D + . + U4 bk) and 

we put, for the elements (rs) of the Pfafflans which occur, 

when r<s, (rs)- $2r,(u), with (Os)_ - s(u), 

r > s, (rs) =- (u), with (rO) _- 32r (u); 

for the sake of brevity we replace M48 (u) simply by Y,,, and Yr (u) by 9. 

The results to be obtained are those represented by the equations 

9v(n (f)12 ...... 2n (ub) = (I 2. . . 2n), (n = 1, 2, 3, ................. II 
9v2n (in6) (u12...2n+1(u) = (012.... 2n + 1) ( 

which hold for the dissection (I) of the Riemann surface by means of which the 
theta functions are defined. 

The method of proof is by induction. We have already proved (Section 
VII) that 

S2 (U) 123 (i) = 2 
(in) 2 (Mb) - 2 (U) a2' (U) + 2 (U) 2 (U) 

or, as we write it, 
2 123 = (0 1 23); 

we assume that 

a 2..(n Jr I) (01 2 .... 2n. 2n + 1), 

and we deduce that 

al a2 ...(nJ )(123 .... 2n + 1 2n + 2) , 
and 

Yn 12.. a2 +3 (012 .. .. 2n + 2. 2n + 3); 

these suffice to prove the results (III) in all cases. 
It is worth while to illustrate the nature of the proof in detail by deducing 

from 9r2 B1223 (01 23) the next following case, namely, the equation 

a2 a2 I32$ Q, 2 Q1,2 a2 +^ B,2 
o2 1234 i12 34 - 13 224 + 14 223, 

We have, as cases of the equation 12323 =, (0123), the following, where 1, 2, 3,4 

are associated with any four finite branch places in ascending order, namely, 

=2 'I _t2 324 _ 2 22 + a42 'It2 a' *234 ?2 4 3 <2 4?23 v 

2 a2 = + '2 2 432 a2 v 134 -1 a34 s a214 + ?13 7 
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from these we deduce 

a{2 ( 
2 Q2 $2 14 2 

' 
2 a 2$2t 2 a2 

al2 32. 14 234 - 24 134 + 34 -124) 4 12 34 
- h13 a24 + a14 23) 

but from S2 1i23= (0123), by increasing the argument by the half-period Ua,b4 

we deduce 
a2 '22 _ j t2 'Q.2 _a2. t2 1 i 2 tA'2 

? 1234 24 23 4 --i134 + <34 -124t 

hence the result in question follows. In other words, the functions 2 (U) a23 (u), 

$2 (u) ~1234 (u) are square roots respectively of the determinants 

a 12, 32 a2 $2 , 2 23 a124 

' 2 7 12 , 0 , 2 
12 

a22t? 
-$3 s 3~~~~~12 - $23 3 2 1,22g 134 i 1 

Similarly, for the next case, we deduce fromn 32 12234 =(1234) that 

a2Cs 2 a2 Ci a2ICL L 

6 1i2345 ~'125 345 135 '245 + 7145 2235 

and hence, by substitution of the Pfaffian expressions for 32 Si25; etc., that 
S9' $12345 (01 2345), which is a square root of the determinant 

q, $2 Y (42 $2 . 

-2 1 0 213 7 '13 t w43 7 a15 

S12 
12, 0 , '2S Q24, 25 

-3 , 13, 7 23, 0 , S 24 s 
52 _514, 224, 330 0 a2 

a2 _ 32 14 722 w2 _ 345 7 4 

We pass now to the proof of the general formula2 (III); if in the equation 
$2n12 .... (2n i1i) = (012 .... 2n 2n + 1), namely, 

12 34 ...(2 - 125 X 123**** 2n4 2 14 W2*35 * 

we increase the argument by the balf-period Uax b2po2, we obtain 
A2n t2n (2n+2 = A'2+2 CL C'22+2 . A~2n.n?.22 ? .. 

here the right side is 

(1 .2fl+ 2)(023 2fl+2) .... (0. 2nl.2rz+ 1 .2n + 2)+i..... 
=[(x5)(xy23)(xy40)....(xy2n2n+ i)? * 
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where x is put for 2n + 2 and y for 0; by the theorem (II) of this section this 
is equal to 

(_ I)n + I(x?j)"(x 123 ...2n + 1), 
=(02n+2) (123 ....2n+ 2), 

$2n + 2 (123 .... 2n + 2); 

thus .2n 1...(2 - 2) (123 .... 2n + 2). (a) 

Replacing, in the last obtained equation, n by m -1 for convenience of writing, 
we have 

'2 (m - ) Q2 4 2t2 4 
v 12 .... 27a -112 S134 ... -M - v21. 2m*.v-X 

and hence, adding a half-period ua, b2m+1 to the argument, 

QY ~2m L(M - 1) t2 _ a2 a2 IQ IQL 22 ..2 ff 

--(012 2m+1)(034 2m +1) ..(0 2i -1 2m 2m+1)h.... 
= (xyl2)(xy34). . (xy 2m-1 2m) ?t .... 

where x, y replace 0 and 2'm + 1 respectively; by the theorem (I) of this 
section the right side is equal to 

(xy)m - I(xyl 234. ... 2rn - 1. 2m) 

=(0 2m + 1)'1(01234 .... 2m. 2m + 1) 

-~92M*+-1l) .( 1 2.... 2m . 2m + 1) ; 

hence, dividing by s2mg-1l) and replacing m by n + 1, we have 

a2(n +1) (2 (01(. (2n + 2. 2n + 3). () 

Now as the first of the equations (III) is identical when n = 1, and the 
second of these equations holds for n = 1, it follows from the equation (a) that 
the first of the equations (III) holds when n = 2, and thence, from the equation 
(g), that the second of the equations (III) holds for n = 2, and so on. 

Two remarks are to be made: 
In the first place the two results in equation (III) are not to be regarded as 

independent; since if in '12 .... (2n 1) (U) we suppose the branch place b1, ? 1 to be 
the branch place a, at infinity, the function becomes the function 22 ... 2, (u), 
while similarly the results for smaller values of n are to be regarded as particu- 
lar cases of the results for larger values. (Cf. B. 473, 525.) 

In the next place, in the applications which are here to be made of the 
equation (III), it will be supposed that the branch places b1, b2, .... are chosen 
from among the p places a,. , ap,. 

48 
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SECTION XI. 

Proof of an additiotn equation for hyperelliptic theta functions. 

The equation in question is given by Konigsberger, Crelle, LXIV (see also 
B. 457). Let B. denote the characteristic associated with the half-period Ua, br 

b,. being one of the 2p + 1 finite branch places; let A be an arbitrary lhalf 
integer characteristic. Denote the 2P characteristics A, ABl .... Bk, formned by 
adding the characteristic A to any combination of 0, 1, 2. . p of the charac- 
teristics B1, ... . , Bp, by Q1, Q ...., QS, where s 2P. Then if C be the 
characteristic associated with the half-period u`" al + ... + u6b a2, every one of 
the quantities a (0 I CQi Qj), where i is not equal to j, vanishes in the hyper- 
elliptic case, though the characteristic CQi Qj is not necessarily odd. 

For 
(CQ, Q3 

- bi a, + + ,';p, p + Ubi, a + . + bk, a (O< kp) 
- Ual, a + + Uak, a + Ubk+1, akl1 + + Ubp, ap 

-,Map, a _ ,el, a l_ ... . 0 lp - ap _, 

- Ux1, 1 + ++ Uxp-lt a<_l + Ua, ap 

provided 
(X1 , p 1,a) _ (a, a. , a, bk + 1i,...., bp), 

wherein, in the bracket on the right hand, the number of letters a is k, and 
is not zero. In other words, by taking x1.., XIr_ respectively equal to 
al,. . . ., a , b . . . ., bp-where the number of letters a is k- 1-we can put 
the half-period with which the characteristic CQi Qj is associated, into a form 
differing only by periods from 

Uap, a _UX1al- _ .a.. . -Uxp1. a_1; 

this proves (B. 258) that the function S (O I CQi Qj) vanishes. 
Now, since 2x + 1 theta funictions of the second order and of characteristic 

zero are connected by a linear equation, there exists an equation 

s 

A= l 
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wherein a, a,, ...., a, are constants. In this equation increase u by the period 
S2c + fQ, ; then it becomes 

a$ (u + v C a + Qr) $ (UI- V IC+ Qr)=2 aA e4 ( + Q,) QA xY(MI C + Qr + QA); 
A=1 

therefore, putting u = 0, we deduce 

___ - $2 (v I C + Q) e4'7ri + Q$)(C? Qr) 

a $2(o C+ 2Qr) e-4 (?Qr)Qr 

and therefore, a88uming that $ (O I 6b a1 + . + ub-, at) i8 not zero, 

ar 'iI CI + 7iI C, Qr $2 (V C + Q9.) 
a e2 (OJI C) 

so that 

e (o I ) )(u + v) S r Qu) $2 (V 0 9,), 
x=l 

which is the addition equation in question. In regard to the assumption made, 
the half-period 

U b1,a a, + + u'7_v, ap 

can be congruent to an expression of the form 

& a1 + + uP_x,ap1_ + Ua a 'P 

only if a be among the set b1 ...., b,; as we have excluded this possibility, the 
functioni $ (0 I C) does not vanish (B. 260). 

In what follows we consider only the case when the branch places bl, . .., 
are the p places a1J . . . . , a,,; and we take the characteristic A to be zero; then 
the two results we have obtained are: 

(i). Let Ai denote the half integer characteristic associated with the half- 
period Ua, at, and consider the 2P characteristics 

0, A1, . a a . , Ap, A1A2, . . . . A,. Ap A , . AlA2 Ap; 

if Q denote any one of these characteristics, other than the first, the function 
$ (u Q) vanishes for zero values of the argument, though the characteristic Q is 
not necessarily odd. This result holds for any hyperelliptic case. 
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(ii). We have, in the hyperelliptic case, 

$Y (0) (ut + V)S(u- V) =_ 2(uI Q) 2(vI Q), 

where the summation extends to the systemn of 2P characteristics enumerated 
in (i). 

SECTION XII. 

Proof that S (U + v) $ (U - v) /32 (U) 2 (V) is expressible as an integral polynomial 
in each of the sets of p (p + 1) fanctions 

au, au log S (u), av2a log $ (v), 

and deduction of a set of 2P form zlue of this kind. 

We put 

fpij - a a log 5 (u), 

and, in the equation, proved in Section XI, 

l(O)$(u+ ) $ (U v) =2 (_) $2 (v) + 2(U)$ (V) + 2$ (U) I (V) 

+; X Yk (U6) $aj7c (V) + .. 

wherein $j (u) deniotes (t (u u' as), etc., we suppose ul. , u,, to be small, and 
expand both sides in powers of u1, ...., up, and then equate coefficients of the 
same powers of u1,...., u1p, on the two sides, up to the second powers of 
these quantities. On the right side the functions of three or more suffixes do 
inot give any powers of u1, ...., up below the fourth (Section IX), and therefore 
thle coefficients in the expanision of such functions do not enter into the resulting 
equations. Supposing that 

$(u) 1 + I}C ? .. * . * + 2C12u1u2 + ) 

Si(u) Aiu1+ + pu+ 

b$(O) (i j= 1, 2,.. ,p 
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the developed equation, as far as it involves second powers of ul . , , is 

1 Zu ub 6pj (V) + Cij 6i j 

+ + ( Ai u + + P)2 !2 
+ (V) + ij up)2 V) 

and by equating the coefficients we have the following Ip (p + 1) equations for 
the determination of the w p (p + 1) quotients 

22(V)=:3'(V) S(V)) q2(V)$.()S() (i -) 2 

as integral polynomials in the quantities pqj (v), 

- - c (v) A q? (v) (+ , q2j (v), 
i i,j 

~C22 -22 (V) =Bf ql (v) + B2qa%(v), 

C12 - 912 (V) _AiBi q2 (v) + A4 Ai. q? (v), 

i 
- Cpp p ppi (v) P p7V q2 (v) + p2 q (v) 

t X, ~~~~~j 

-c p fp _1p p - I (v) =Pi Ni q2 (v) + pij Nij qt2j (v) 
i i,?j 

cpV"p' (V) -Pi Ai q2 (v) + PtjAj j(); 
i i,j 

the solution of these equations is given in the next section. 
Substituting in the addition equation of Section Xi the values for q2(at), 

q2 (v), q 2 (u), ql (v), which result from these equations, it takes the form 

S%(0) 'S (tb + V) "'(u (t V) - + (Pij (t6)) Pt. (V)) 

+ . (u) k (v) + 
-I 2 ) ( 

U 
$2 (V) * + + 

wherein (pij (u), p (v)) denotes an integral polynomial, linear in each of the 
two sets of _p (p + I) functions pj (u), j (v); but, now, it follows from the 
formnulo (Section X) 

$2 (n-1) (u) $1 .... 2n (U) $2'.34... * n-1i ? 
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that the quotients q& t. (u), of three or more suffixes, are expressible as integral 
polynomials in the quotients q2 (u), ,q- (u) of one and two suffixes, and therefore 
as integral- polynomials in the 1 p (p + 1) functions pij (u). 

Hence the function S (u + v) S (u - v)/ 2 (u) Y2 (v) is expressible as an integral 
polynomial in the p (p + 1) quantities pi (u), i3 (v) . 

We pass to a further consequence. Suppose that in the addition formula of 
Section XI we increase the argument u by fQQ, where Q is the half integer 
characteristic associated with a half-period of the form 

U a, al + . . 
a, ak; 

then the formula becomes 

1.2(0)(U + VI Q) (U vI Q) 2(U I Q) $2 (V) + 2(U I QQi) 2(VJ Q)V 

where Qi becomes in turn every one of the 2P - 1 characteristics formed by 
combinations of 1, 2, .... ,p of the fundamental characteristics A1, ., A; 
hence 

, 2(ul 9) ( (vi Q) + ((I Q) - I (2 Q) . I2(vI 9)Q 

here, on the right side, every theta quotient which occurs is of one of the fornms 

19, (U? I Q Q,) v|QQ 
S2 (U i Q) S" (u I8 Q) 

where Qi is one of the group of 2P characteristics previously considered; 

now we have shown that every quotient 2 (ujI Qj)/Y (it) is expressible as an 
integral polynomial in the functions a2 log $ (u)/auj auj; it follows that every 
quotient 2 (u I 9 Qj) / 2 (u IQ) is expressible as an integral polynomial in the 
functions 

p.j (ul Q) - a log (f(ujI Q); 

we have therefore the result: 

Let Q be any one of the group of 2P characteristics 

o, A1, ....,A, A1A2., A1 A2.. .. Ak. * 

before coqnsidered; let pj (u I Q) = - a2 log S (u I Q)/aui augj; then the futnction 

(it + v Q 9) (u - v 9 Q) 
2( (U Q)I 92 (V I Q) 
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is expressible as an integrttl polynomial in the p (p + 1) functions p.> (u I Q), 
Pii (v j Q) . 

SECTION XIII. 

Explicit determination of the _p (p + 1) theta quotients qi (n), qj (u6), in terms 
of functions pij (u). 

To solve the equations of Section XII we notice that, as follows frorn Sec- 
tionl VIII, the dissection of the Riemann surface being (I), we have 

Ar+ ai B + ....+ a-1pr 

= -, [Xp-X(ar)+ai X2,(ar) + +a -Xi(ar) 4- aWP], r 

0, when i * r, 

- r PI (ar) = tr (a , when i = r, 

and 

Ars+aiBrs+ . +aVP-lPrs 

=- (a,., a.) + ai 2 p _(ar, a,) + .+ aP- 2 (ar, a8) + aP- (0)], Xr Xs 
=0, when itr, its, 

rs P'(ar) , when i=r, r* s; 
ar X ar- a. 

therefore, taking the last p of the equations before given (p. 369), and remember- 
ing that Prs 0 for every value of r and s, we have 

- [c,p + p, (u)] a',1 + [c,P.._1 + 
, (u)] aP2 +. * + [cp, + p,, (u)] 

= Pr ioAr 4'f' l(ar)/ 4 qr (u) 
= if't(ar)/4 .qr(u); 
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also, fromi- the same equations, 

P~ P 
p ^=1 j-1 ~ ~ j- 

E[Ai + a,. B+ + a.. -PJiE[A + a.Bi + .... + aP -Pj q(u) 
i=l 

p p 

+~ 2[Aij+ a, Bij+ ... +aP1P-j] [Aj3+ as B1j+ .... + aP-P1j] q2j (u), 
i=1 j=1 

=2r PI (a,,) P' (a,)q2( ) 
(ar -a S)2 

%2 
XA2 - 

, 
s q6 

_v'f' (ar)/ 4 Vpl (a8)/ 4 q2 (al)' 

a,. -'as 

where a '- a8, = ("j)(a -a8), denotes the difference so chosen that as, ar are 

in ascending order. 
If then we write M, iV-If (a,)/ 4, so that PI (ar) = MJ2r1, we have 

,~2 (U I Ua, a,r) P_1" 

(2(u) -e,, + MI, )1a) ' 
i=1 

S2 (UlIUa, ar + Ua, a,,) - As~)a.a8 
,2 (U) )I = + p (u)] ai I aj- 1 

or, using the sigma functions (Section IX), 

a2 (u) Q(,) a, Gr (U$) Q (a) Eep P. + Ppp i (u/)] ar 
- 

(2 1u p p a,.8 - N' 

N'F~~c.l + pi ja) a 1 a 7 
&Y (u) Q (,t r) Q (a.) r j- 

where Q (x) = (x - c) . (x - cp)(x - c). 
It is to be noticed that if instead of the function (u) we use 3 (u), 

P P 
eiCu2S (u), where Cu2 denotes a quadratic forni in u1, .... ,up, =C 2 G uiu3, 

'=1 j=l 
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then the quadratic form - cu occurring in the expansion, 
S' 

= 1 + jcu2+..., 

is increased by C Cu2, and the function pij (u), = a- log S (u)/tubi auj is dimin- 
ished by Cj. In other words, the quantities cej + pij (u) are independent of the 

particular exponential by which we pass from the functions? (6 u ( )) to the 

functions u (u | (q')), = eau ( )). This is as it should be, because 

the quotients q, (u), q,3 (u) are equally independent of the exponential factor e"u2. 
The quantities aij occurring in the exponential 6au 2, are such that 

fxfz dx dz 2ys + F(x z) i a 
- 

x1 
1 

where ?4' a,... a are the fundamental integrals of the first kind, II ' is 
Riemann's normal elementary integral of the third kind, and F(x, z) is a 
rational integral expression, symimetrical in x and z, and of orderp + 1 in each, 
which satisfies the equations 

F(z, z) = 21(z) F(x, z) _ d /(z), 

(cf. B. 194, 315); conversely, any rational integral expression in x and z, of 
order pv + 1 in each, which satisfies the equations just written, may be used in 
the integral 

x z dx dz 2ys + F(x, z) 
a c ys 4 (x -z)2 

and will give rise to corresponding values for the quantities aj; for the differ- 
ence of two such expressions as F(x, z) is necessarily of the form 

(X _ Z)2 EX, Z] P_-1, 

where [x, z], -1 denotes a rational integral expression symmetrical in x, z and of 
order p - I in each. Particular forms of such an expression F(x, z) are 

(a) if 
/ (X)-=- 2 + x+ + 2 .2x2 -- + 2p+ 1x 2P + 

+2p+2X 
2p+ 2 

p+1 

F(x, z)- zi [2%2i + X1 + 1 (x + z)] 

49 
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(,B) if 
f(x) = a'P+ 2, 

F(x,z) = 2av +'a-o+ 1 

F(x, z) = 4 [P(x) Q(z) + P(z) Q(x)]. 

When the expression F(x, z) is once made precise, or what is the same thing, 
when the quantities aii are given, it should be possible to determnine the coeffi- 
cients C,, occurring in the expansion 

3 (t6 = 1+ 1 
(C'J _tt + ...+21 z b ** . -) + * 

we proceed to prove in fact that these coefficients are given by the equation 

= 4 [P (1) Q ($2) + P (2) Q ($,)] -F(1, $2) 

4 (, -02) 

where, on the right hand, after the division has been carried out, as is always 
possible, we are to put 

$-I1 - ui, $(O) =U1, $2-1 U-i $(O) = U1. 

For this we may employ the formula 

E 

p 
(tx, a + el, a, a). x' -' - F(xr, Xs) - 2YrYs 

=1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~4(xr - x8)2 

which is independent of the particular form of the polynomial F(x, z) adopted; 
this formula is deducible by differentiation from tlle well-known formula 

x = log 0E ( x a + uz * a, + + U.. 
pl 

ap) /( (k a+ UZl a,? . . 
zp, ap)' 

I 109, G,q L e, (a + Uel, a, + ... + U,6C ap)/0 (Uk, a+ u a, + + Ucp, ap)J 
t=1 

where Zi, ci denote the places conjugate to zi and ci respectively. 
It is easy to see, by differentiation of the equation 

(o) = + E E C,jui uj + 
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that when the arguments are zero, 

pij (?) Cij 

hence, if in the formula quoted above we put x = a, x1 = a,, ....,x ap, we 

obtain 

- E C^j at- I WaJ - I = F(ar (_as8) ( 
i= j=1r 

and, similarly, if we put x =a., x1 =a,,. , Xr ar ...., X-=a... 

x= a,, vwe obtain 

iE F i F(x, ar) , (E) 

from the 1p (p - )+p p (p + 1) linear equations (s), (e), we can deter- 

mine the lp (p + 1) quantities cij; in order then to prove the formula 

p i...... 4 [P (x) Q (z) + P (z) Q (x)] -F(x, z) 
4 (x- z)2 ilj=l 

it is sufficient to prove that it includes the equation (z),(e). This is immedi- 
ately obvious. 

In particular when, for 

f(x) =x + 71X + ....+ 2X2P + 4x 2P+ 1 

we take 
p+l 

F(x, z) = xi zi [2X2, ? + 1 (X + Z)], 
i=O 

we find 
p 

Ecp Z? _ p(Z) ZP 
j=l 

and therefore, if 
P(x)=P + dlxP1+ d2xP-2 + +d 

we have Cp, p- i +d 1 
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It follows from these results that the formulae put down at the commence- 
ment of this section can be written 

.. 3( ua.a) (-(az 
(t6 

1 
r p 

(u6) -lirn F(z, ar) 
(UM I 2 to,ua ar) 2 tb78 ()2( 

(AT)(a - a8) 32 (u) -y arj M (u6) 

r ar_ 1 l_. (x 
fj 

ar4 ) F(a., a8) 

in the second of these the right side is (Section VI) equal to 

S" (u a,.)a2 log (U)- F(ar, a8) - x 

r 8 aVra Vs g ( ) 4 (ar-as)2r 

from the first of these we can deduce the equation satisfied by the values of 
..., x which satisfy the inversion equation 

uM r*" +. .. (1 2.a rp) 

for let the coefficient of P + 1 in F (x, z) be 

T(z)-tozr+l+ tizP +t2zP-1+.* .*+ tp?i; 
then we have 

urnm. 4xp - 1 (z-art)-2 =4 T(ar); 

further 

MrZ MS t log A , + (x- (ar) (a)2 

where A = a- t4d, a 

and therefore 

T(z p (z) T(ar) =tz (x) -(t z + A) P (x); 

hence (x-a1)*e. (x-xp), F(x), 

p (X) (x P(X) F (ar) 

-X r=1 (x-a~ P(ar) P'ar 
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is (by Section VI) equal to 

P (x) Mr 3 ( h' ) 
P (X) + lx - a,) P (ar) a, (u) 

p ( ) rE (SG-a) p/ ar) [Ear 1 p,, i (ut)- T(ar) 

P(x) + ' T(x)1'(tox+A)P(x)- xw-1 pi(u); 

thus the equation for xl, x.,, is 

T(x) xi - I (u) (tox + A- 4) P (x); 

in particular when 
p+1 

F(x, z) x z' [22j + %2? + 1 (x + z)], 
i=O 

andX2P+2=O, 2P+I-4, we have Il(x)=4xP,to=O, t1 4, A=4,and the 
equation becomes 

x,P Xp -1 
P" (uf)- xP- 2p P_P1 (u) . . .............................. - f,(u) =........ 0. 

(Cf. Bolza, American Journal, XVII (1895), and B. 324.) 
For the sake of completeness we put here also a particular case of a 

formula given by Bolza (G-6ttingen, Nachrichten, 1894); from the p (p + 1) 
equations expressed by 

p p ~ ~ ~ F (xr, x8) - 2y,y 
E 2 fij (u) x -1 = Yr Ys 

fiPp,i (8) 
r =lm[4z (x., _ xZr)2] 

i= 1 j=1 

where Ui + . (i= 1, 2,.... sp) 

and xr, Xs are chosen from x1 ...., xi, we can obtain the algebraic expressions 
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of the -p (p + 1) quantities pij (u) ; the result is that, for any values of x and z, 
we have, with F-(x) = (x- x1) .. . (x -xx), 

p p ~~~~~~~~~~~~p 
j=1 S ( ) + e ] X - 1 Z? = T (x?- x)(x - z) F' (xi)] 

-[F(x) P (z) - F(z) P (x)] [F(x) Q (z) - F(z) Q (x)] 
(x - z)2F(x) F(z) 

to prove this it is sufficient to see that this last result includes the -p (p + 1) 
equations before given. Now putting Xr, Xs for x, z, the right side of the 
formula last written becomes 

F (x) F (z) [(- x)(Xr- z) Fl (Xr) + (xs - x)(x,- z) F' (x,)] 

1 f (z) F(x) _ 1 f (x) F (z) + P (x) Q (z) + P (z) Q (x) 
~(x-z)2 F(z) T (x-z)2 F(x) (x -z)2 

4[P (Xr) Q (Xs) + P (Xe) Q (Xr)]- 2YrYs 
4 (Xr - X8)2 

p p 
(XX) 

= z E Cij S-1i-I + F( X3)-2yr Y. 

which is in accordance with 1 p (p - 1) of the equations in question; while, 
dividing by P 1 and putting z = X--r we obtain 

p 

v r .tt4\+ , pt X _ 1P P(x) Q(Xr) + P (Xr) Q (X) 

X F x +im F (x Xr) 

i=1 Ps0=00$ o 4xP -I (X- Xr )2 

which is in accordance with the last p equations in question. 
In conclusion we calculate the values of c11, 012, c22 for p -- 2, with various 

hypotheses in regard to F(x, z). 
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When 

f (X) - X + 1X + a2X2 + ;L3X3 + a4x4 + 4x5 
p+l 

F(x, z) = xz 2[2i2iXV a2i+1(X + Z)] 
=0 

= 2a + X,(x + z) + xz [2X2 + a3(X + Z)] + X2z [224 + 4(x + z)] 

we have already found 

c2,1=1,2=-ala2, C2,2- -aj-a2; 

thence from 

CII + c12 (a, + a2) + c22 a, a2 - F(al, a2) 
4 (a1 a2)2 

we have F(al, a2) 
4 (a, - a)2 

now 

F (x, z) --f (x)--f (z) 

(X_ Z)2 [ a - X%3 (X + Z) - ;L4 (X + Z)2 - 4 (x + Z)(X2 + xz + Z2)] 

and therefore 

4cl, = 2 + 23 (a, + a2) + 24 (a, + a2)' + 4 (a1 + a2)(al + a1 a2 + ac), 

or, if we write 

f(x) = 4 (X5 + 5A1x4 + 1OA2x3 + lOA3x2 + 5A4x + A5), 

then =ll =oA3 + 10A2 (a, + a2) + 5A1 (a1 + a2)2 

+ (a, + a2)(al + a, a2 + a2). 

If, however, with 
f (x) - a' 4q, 

we take F(x, z) = 2a3a', 

then c1l + c12 (x + z) + c22 zZ, 

- 

3 q3 + 3 -3 a3 a3 

(x- Z)2 

= ]9 (pq)2 (px qz + pz qx) I 

as can easily be calculated. Hence, putting 

f (x) = 4 (x5 + 5A1x4 + ioA2X3 + iOA3X2 + 5A4x + A5), 
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we find, with h,1=-a,-a2, h2 = a1 a2, that 

c22=hl - 2A1, c12 = h2 -A2, cl1=-h3+ 5h2A1-1OhkA2?+hlh2+ 6A3; 

if we denote these by , c1l, and those just found by c22, C12, ell we have 

-2 c22 = 2A1 c c12- 12= 12, ll -cll = 4A3 

In other words, the theta functions formed with F(x, z) equal to the former 
value are obtained from those formned with F (x, z) = 2ax, a', by multiplying by 
the factor 

eA U2 + A2 ul u2 + 2A3 u 

SECTION XIV. 

Evaluation of S (tu + v) ' (u - v)/,'2 (tu) '2 (v) in certain cases. 

Putting 3 (u) = S (u6 I Ua al + Ta. a2) we work out first the case, in which 
p= 2, of 

12 (U + V) >12 (t- V) 

S"2 (uf) 32 (V) 

From the addition formula (Section XI), by adding the half-period 
ua, a, + Ua, a2 to the argunment u, and dividing by j2 (u) i22 (v) we obtain, on the 
hypothesis of the dissection (I), 

a2 (?)512 (U + V) _,12 (U_ V) 02 a12 ai2 02 + 2 02 

$12 (U) X12 (V) 02 4L2 _ 2 -1 + 

where a a, . denote a (U), a (U I Jaa).,. and 0, 01, . ... denote a (v), 
S (vIf a,a1).... Now if Li, be defined by 

L- au2au~ log 12 (u) + c00, 

= p(t|tUa?a, +Ua, a2 ) + c?, 

we have (Section XIII) 

a2 a~~~~2 - _ - 2 
=-M(LUal + L21) , 31 =L22 L21( 

- =2 a2- -a, [L22a, a2 + L21 (a, + a2) + L11]; 
-512 mlMX 
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hence 

M, M,,, Y (O) "-12 (u + V) "$12 ( - V) 
a. - a, 312 (8 12(V - al $~S (u) "~"(v) 

= (L12- L2) a 2 + (L2- Lll)(al + a2) + L1- 

+2 [(L2 a +L21)(L2 a2) + L ),-(L2 a1+L1)(L22a2+121)] - a1 

where L94 is the same function of v that Lii is of h; and if we use Vfj to denote 
It (26 I t. 1 + U* a2) , and p! to denote pi (v I Ua, a, + ua "2) this gives 

(922 - 922) a, a2 + (921 - pl)(al + a2) + Pll -P 

+ (P21 + C21)(P22 + C22) - (P21 + C21)(922 + 022), 

= 9 - i'l + (921 - 2)(al + a2 + 022) + (922-2)(a1 a2 - C21) + 921 P2' - 22 92'1 

Recalling the definition of the a-function (Section IX), we therefore have the 
result 

_ 12 (u + v) C12 (u - V) = p9i (t) - g (v) + [B (u) - p.2 (v)](a, + a. + cQ2) 
O2(u) 2' (v) 

+ 1922 (U) - p2 (V)] [al a. - C21] 

+ 921 (a) 922 (V) 922 (U) 921 (V). 
Hence, if 

f (X)=X + X1 x + X2 +.... + 4 4 + 4x, 
p 

F (x, z) x wi [2X29 + 2i+ I (x + z), 
i=O 

we have (Section XIII) 

I62 ((+ ) 12 (V) 9n (u) - i (v) + 921 (a) 922 (V) - 922 (U) 21 (V) 12 (u 12(v 

while if 
f(x) = 4 (x5 + 5A, X4 + loA2X3 + 1oA3 X2 + 5A4X + A5) 

- 6 

and F(x, z) 2a3a', 

we similarly have 

__ 12 (U + V) 612 (U - V) - u j() A gl _ 22 (U) 2 (V) -V =p (U) - (V)- 2A 19 (tb) - 9 (v)] 

+ A2 [922 (u) -- 922 (v)] + 921 (a) 922 (V) - 921 (V) 922 (U) 
50 
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In either of these the function pij (u) is given by 

Pij (ff) - - a32 log o12 (u). a ui auj 

The forms here obtained for the right sides in these equations can be 
variously modified by utilizing the fact that the three functions PI, (u), P1I (7t), 

P22 (u) are connected by an algebraic equation. 
Consider next the case, for p = 3, of the funiction 

'123 (U + V) $123 (U V) 

Y123 ('U) 123 (V) - 

where !123 (U) = (tt J tta a1 + Ua, a2 + Ua, "3). We put, in tlhe course of the work, 
'123 for a123 (u) and 0123 for '123 (v), etc.; further, we put 

Pi _ (u) = - __ _ loU a123 (U) Pip 

Pij (v) = - aV 10g9 123 (v) Pi'j, 

and A -_: pl -l, P=F -23 - 23X 

B-=P22 - 22 7 =31 3'1) 

0 = 33 - 33, H = P12 - P12. 

We have, for the dissection (I), 
2 

a123 = 23 
2 

31 + M3 a12 X 

and therefore 
a2 2 2 :2 a2 a2 A 2 

1 a28 _2 ?31 1 <3 c 
Ca2 Cs2* s22 a*2 s a2 4 
123 1vl23 1223 123 123 <123 

' 
a123 

also, by the addition formula (Section XI), by increasing the argument u by 
the half-period Ua, a, + Ua, a2 + Ua, a3: we have 

I'2 (?) O123 (U + V) $123 (U- V) 

3123 (U) a21223 (V) 

02 c~,2 a2 02 a2 02 + 2 02 
+3 

, 23 01 _ 5 
23_ + 331 02 

02 + 332 c :32 02 '3v2 a2:32 02 
123 123 123 1V23 123 0123 123 123 

+ 2 0231 _ a12 03 _ 
3 012 

3123 0123 $123 0123 3123 0V23 

2 02 A2 02 - A J2 02 K2 0 
123. 3 23 13_ 2 2 . 1 

1 $23 ?123' \ 123 0123 ' 323 01223 1 2i23 0123 

+ % 3_ 03 a12 012) 

123 o123)( .123 0123 
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now we have proved (Section XIII) that 

$r8 (in) = (A)(a - 8) a, a _ a 1F- . _ log $ ) 
_ _ _ _ 1 _ _ __~a , 

lo g 1;jlo 

W (u) __at'[cp, log _S (a)j 

henice if r, s, t denote 1, 2, 3, in some order, we have, the function pi (t) being, 
as before stated, derived from 123(un), 

(Al A2 A3> $0(i) _ (uiAsa)(ar -Ia,, aj [ 1 + pi,(( )], 
A A 123 (u)E M+ .M M 

(AiA2 A3) 3 (un) _ 1 a- 1 EC + p, i )]; 

t 123 (in) t i-1 

thus, in the notation previously explained, 

M1 Mg Ms $(0) Ss';123 (U+ V)123 (U-V) 

=(a2-a3)E[a C+ aF+ GI [A + Ba 2a3 + Ca a + Faa3 (a2 +a3) 

+ G(a +a) + H(a2 + a3)], 

where the sign of summation refers to the three suffixes a1, a2, a3, to be taken in 
cyclical order, 

(a2- a3)(a3 - al)(al - a2)[HF- BG - CA + 02], 

as can be immediately verified; now we have seen (Section VII) that 

_12 ( 1U =-I2 X3B '123 (Ub) 

423 431 412 I$ (?) 

where XI .2M1= P (ar) = (ar- as)(ar ); 

hence 

C123 (un + v) a12, (uw- v) (a3 - a2)(3- a)(a2 - a,) s2 (0) 1'123 (i + V) '123 (Un V) 
-- 3 (U 9.fOr9/\ 222~ 2 -f2%2a z.%2 
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thus, finally, 

_a123 (u + v) (123 (u - V) = [931 (') - 931 (V)]2 - [P31 (U) - 931 (V)] [D (U) 22 (V)] 

123G(U) 
a2123 (V) 

[n33 (U) o(v33 (V)] [1l (U) -11 (V)] 

+ E912 (u) - 1 (v)] [923 (u) - 923 (V)]. 

Other cases can be similarly worked out. In accordance however with the 
results enunciated by Weierstrass, Crelle LXXXIX (1880), every p + 1 of the 
functions p9j(u) are connected by an algebraical equation, which is in fact not difficult 
to obtain. It becomes therefore proper to investigate the modifications following 
from the introduction of these algebraical equations. For the present paper it 
is sufficient to have investigated a method whereby the actual equations can 
always be calculated. 

CAMBRIDGE, September 10, 1897. 
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